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ABSTRACT 
The section of State Highway 60 that negotiates the western side of Takaka Hill has 
been subject to various instability issues over its lifespan, including colluvium 
landslides, planar failures in bedrock and fill collapses. As it is the only road into and 
out of Golden Bay it is imperative that it remains open as a means of access for 
residents and tourists alike. 
Eureka Bend is a tight switchback corner on State Highway 60 near the bottom of 
Takaka Hill. It has been subjected to various types of historic instability and a recent 
failure within the road base that closed the road to one lane has required 
consideration of remediation options. GHD New Zealand have proposed to remove 
the weak fill and replace it with a reinforced earth embankment. They have also 
proposed to widen the turning radius of Eureka Bend to 15 m so that heavy vehicles 
may negotiate the corner without crossing the centreline. This would involve cutting 
into a 'block' of limestone that dips in a different direction compared to nearby 
limestone outcrops, and it is a detailed investigation into the local geology of the site 
and geotechnical assessment of the 'block' that is the subject of this project. 
Field investigations involved collection of scanline data and rock samples for 
laboratory analysis, and general engineering geology observations of the study area. 
This data were analysed and a geological map of the area was created, along with 
kinematic analysis of the current cut face stability, rockfall analysis, and rock 
mechanics assessment involving point load and slake durability testing. Coupled 
with a literature review of previous work done in the area, conclusions were able to 
be made regarding the setting of the limestone 'block' and the design considerations 
that must be taken into account before any widening of the corner can commence. 
From the analysis of the data collected, it is concluded that the limestone 'block' is 
not in-situ based on field observations that show its bedding clearly dips in a 
significantly different direction to limestone that is clearly in-situ to the north. The 
analysis of the current face shows that it is stable in its current setting, and various 
design scenarios have been analysed using the surface data available. The rock 
mechanics testing suggested that both the limestone and the marble are strong 
enough and durable enough for use as fill, and also to stand in the proposed cut face 
to realistic heights in the absence of penetrative daylighting defects. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction: Eureka Bend 
1.1 Project Background 
State Highway 60 between Tasman Bay and Golden Bay in northwest Nelson is the 
only road that provides access for residents and tourists to this part of the country. 
For this reason the road is vitally important as it acts not only as a means of access 
but also as a lifeline for the people of Golden Bay. The road itself traverses Takaka 
Hill, rising from virtually sea level on the eastern side up to 791 m above sea level at 
its highest point before descending steeply into the Takaka Valley. 
Due to the local geology and the steep terrain that the road has been built on, it has 
suffered ongoing stability issues since its initial construction. These instability issues 
not only include failures within the natural subsurface, such as bedrock failures and 
colluvium slumps, but also can be related to the fill that the road has been built on. 
When the initial single lane road was widened to two lanes in the early 1950s, fill 
consisting of various materials including schist, limestone, marble and river gravels, 
was side cast off the edge of the existing road. The fill was never compacted 
properly and correct drainage measures were not installed which effectively caused 
the subsequent failures that have continued to occur beneath the road. 
Recently one of these failures beneath the road at Eureka Bend has reduced the 
road to one lane and requires the use of a Bailey bridge to span the affected section 
of road. This has prompted Transit New Zealand to employ the services of GHD 
Limited. They have been requested to conduct the relevant investigations that allow 
them to make recommendations to address the ongoing stability issues of the section 
of road in question. The present research project has been designed to assist GHD 
by determining the geological and geotechnical issues that relate to a small section 
of the Eureka Bend site. 
1. 2 Location of Field Area 
Eureka Bend is located on State Highway 60 at RP 56/10.9 on the western side of 
Takaka Hill in Golden Bay, northwest Nelson. It is approximately 21 km south of 
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Takaka and 70 km northwest of Nelson, as shown in Figure 1-1. The study area 
focuses on a section of the highway near the small township of Upper Takaka, where 
the road switches back on itself at a corner known as Eureka Bend. The topography 
of the site is generally very steep, with slopes upwards of 35° in places. Elevations in 
the wider site range from 200 m to 600 m above sea level, and currently the primary 
land use is for farming purposes. 
N 
L 
Figure 1-1: Location of Eureka Bend field area, Takaka, New Zealand. 
(TOPOMAP Map Toaster, MapWorld New Zealand . 1997-2004) 
1.3 Project Aims and Objectives 
This project aims to carry out a series of geological and geotechnical investigations 
to assist with the possible reconstruction of Eureka Bend on Takaka Hill. These 
include: 
• Engineering geology mapping and face logging of the limestone "block" on 
the uphill side of Eureka Bend. 
• Engineering geophysical surveys of the uphill side of this "block" to 
determine rock continuity and probable colluvium depth . 
• Compilation of drill hole and test pit data into an engineering geology 
model for the uphill and downhill segments of Eureka Bend. 
• Rock mechanics investigations to determine limestone strength 
parameters and the properties of apparent bedd ing plane defects. 
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• Computer modelling of stability and evaluation of any implications for the 
reconstruction of the rock face by drilling and blasting. 
The primary objective of this research has been to carry out a detailed assessment of 
the rock face and "block" to assess its likely performance in widening of the cut at 
Eureka Bend. A secondary objective is to further assess overall rock mass 
behaviour in the limestone, and the suitability of excavated materials for use as 
engineered fill. 
The overall aim of this project is to assist in improving the safety and reliability of 
State Highway 60 over Takaka Hill for both residents and tourists alike. 
1.4 Regional Geology 
The study area is located at the southern end of the Takaka Valley which is a north-
south trending depression filled with Tertiary and Quaternary sediments (Figure 1-2). 
The eastern side of the valley is controlled by the Pikikiruna and Pisagh Faults that 
separate the Tertiary rocks from the older Paleozoic rocks. On the western side of 
the valley the sediments are either faulted or lie uncomformably against the 
Paleozoic rocks. The Paleozoic rocks of the study area were faulted and folded 
during both the Tuhua and Rangitata orogenies. During the Tuhua orogeny (370 to 
330 million years ago) the Pikikiruna schist and the overlying Arthur Marble formed a 
broad open anticlinal structure in the vicinity of the study area, while further south the 
schist was tightly refolded (Grindley, 1980). The Rangitata orogeny (140 to 100 
million years ago) saw the development of major strike-slip movement along faults 
such as the Pikikiruna and Pisagh faults (Grindley, 1980). 
From the Eocene to Miocene the area underwent a marine transgression followed by 
a regression over a peneplaned surface of Paleozoic rocks (Jongens, 1992). The 
Kaikoura orogeny, which continues today, saw uplift and reverse faulting of the 
basement rocks begin. Compressional forces during this time folded the rocks of the 
Takaka Valley into a north-south trending syncline with a steep eastern limb and a 
shallower western limb, as shown by Figure 1-2b (Jongens, 1992). All underlying 
basement rocks were then covered with Quaternary river alluvium from glaciation in 
the catchment of the Takaka River and tributaries (Grindley, 1980; Rattenbury et al., 
1998). 
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Figure 1-2: Geological map and cross-section showing the regional geological setting of the Takaka Valley and the study area . 
(Adapted from Jongens, 1992 and Rattenbury et al., 1998) 
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1.5 History of Instability 
The western side of Takaka Hill has had various instability issues related to the 
topography and the geology of the area ever since the road was first constructed. 
Whenever a failure occurs it will usually have the effect of closing down one or even 
both of the lanes. Generally the failure can be cleaned up relatively quickly and 
traffic flow resumed, however some of the failures have required remediation 
measures that have reduced the width of the highway sometimes for over a year. 
1.5.1 Failure Terminology 
1. 5. 1. 1 Slide Failures 
Cruden and Varnes (1996) describe slides as a downward and outward movement of 
a soil or rock mass along a surface of rupture that can be either translational or 
rotational in nature. Rotational slides fail along a surface of rupture that is curved 
and concave usually within homogenous materials such as soils and fills, as shown 
in Figure 1-3a. In translational slides the mass moves along a planar or undulating 
surface of rupture (see Figure 1-3a). This surface is typically the result of a bedding 
plane or a joint set within a rock mass, oriented in the right way to facilitate sliding. If 
the surface of rupture is formed by two intersecting discontinuities and the mass fails 
down the line of the intersection, a wedge slide will occur (Cruden & Varnes, 1996). 
1.5.1.2 Falls 
A rock or earth fall involves the detachment of rock or soil from a steep slope along a 
weak surface such as a joint or fracture plane. The material then descends mainly 
through the air by falling, bouncing, or rolling, as shown in Figure 1-3a (Cruden & 
Varnes, 1996). This material may also be susceptible to secondary falls, which 
involve rock that has already detached from the face and is simply lodged on it. 
1.5.2 Types of Instability on Takaka Hill 
The primary slide failures that can be observed along the Eureka Bend section of 
SH60 are planar failures within the limestone, and these are generally controlled by 
bedding that dips steeply towards the road, as shown by Figure 1-3d. Jointing within 
the limestone also results in small secondary wedge failures, together with the initial 
planar failure. Rotational failures within the roading fill have also occurred, usually as 
a result of poor construction practices, such as the current failure that is restricting 
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traffic to one lane below Eureka Bend (see Figure 1-3e). Remediation measures 
used include scaling, rock bolting , and wire mesh to reduce the planar failure hazard 
to the road. Failures within the fill have historically been topped up with extra fill and 
resealed . Currently there is a Bailey bridge acting as a temporary remedial measure 
to allow traffic to negotiate the most recent failure within the fill. 
A combination of the steep topography and the highly fractured nature of the Arthur 
Marble high upslope create a potential rock fall hazard to the road (see Figure 1-3c). 
The semi-spherical shape of the marble blocks means that they will easily begin to 
roll and the steep terrain allows them to gather a lot of momentum before reaching 
the road. Occasionally large boulders will cause significant impact damage to the 
road surface that requires repairs . 
a. 
Figure 1-3: Examples of various slope failures adjacent to Eureka Bend. 
a. Failure method s, b. Slump within colluvium, c. Rockfall boulders, d. Planar 
failure in limestone, e. Rotational fa ilure in fill . (a . is adapted from 
<http:/ /pubs. u sg s .gov /fs/2004/3072/fs-2004-307 2. html>). 
Earth falls and slumps within the road batter are also present (Figure 1-3b ). They are 
primarily related to reworked marble breccia that appears to have been sourced from 
fu rther upslope. The cutting for the road has exposed the slumps to the elements, 
which has seen an acceleration in weathering thus reducing the strength of the 
matrix. Subsequently material has fallen from the near vertica l face onto the road 
surface below. 
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1.5.3 Previous Failures 













Table 1-1: Recent failure history of the study area. 
(Adapted from GHD, 2007 and MWH, 2006) 
Location Type of Landslide 
200m north of Eureka Bend, Planar failure in limestone 
downslope of lower carriageway 
500m north of Eureka Bend, upper Dropout from road shoulder 
carriageway 
400m north of Eureka Bend, upper Tension cracks and slight 
carriageway depression in outside lane 
200m north of Eureka Bend, Planar failure in limestone 
downslope of lower carriageway 
-250m north of Eureka Bend, Planar failure in limestone 
downslope of upper carriageway 
-220m north of Eureka Bend, Failed block wall and fill 
downslope of upper carriageway 
-180m north of Eureka Bend, Planar failure 
downslope of upper carriageway 
200m north of Eureka Bend, Block fall/slide 
downslope of lower carriageway 
-80m north of Eureka Bend, Slump within fill, tension cracks 
downslope of upper carriageway. 
Directly above location of current 
Bailey Bridge 
-30m north of Eureka Bend, along Slump, tension cracks 65 m in 
lower carriageway length across whole road 
-30m north of Eureka Bend, at Slump within fill removed road 
2004 failure location edge. Tension cracks 
1.6 Project Format and Methodology 
Remedial Measures 
Temporary Bailey Bridge 
installed 




iron/timber retaining wall 
Removal of loose blocks 
and debris 
13m long anchored gabion 
wall on piled foundations. 
Underpinned in 2000/2001 
Scaling, rock bolting and 
wire mesh in 2000/2001 
Removal of loose blocks 
and steel mesh 
Topped up and resealed 
Topped up and resealed 
Temporary Bailey Bridge 
constructed - still in place 
The geological and geomorphological setting of the study area is presented in 
Chapter 2 as the basis for a more localised study of the area immediately adjacent to 
Eureka Bend. Chapter 3 then focuses on the remediation options proposed by GHD, 
and a more detailed assessment of the limestone 'block' in the current road cutting 
for Eureka Bend including field investigations and emplacement theories. 
In Chapter 4 all the rock mechanics and stability testing is presented and discussed. 
This assessment of rock mechanics data fulfils the aim of assessing whether the 
material excavated at Eureka Bend is suitable as fill, and if it is strong enough to 
stand in a near vertical cut face. 
Chapter 5 then outlines and discusses the design considerations that need to be 
assessed for the proposed widening of Eureka Bend. Finally, Chapter 6 provides a 
summary of project conclusions and recommendations. 
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Chapter 2 
Site Engineering Geology 
2. 1 Introduction 
This section focuses on the localised geology and geomorphology of the study area 
as well as compiling subsurface investigations done by MWH and GHD. From this 
information an engineering geology model of the site was created. 
Three weeks were spent in the field conducting a detailed geological assessment of 
the study area shown in Figure 1-1. Exposure of the outcrops was relatively poor 
throughout the site with the best outcrops exposed as a result of the State Highway 
60 road cutting that traverses much of the study area. A detailed geological map 
(Map 1 ), cross-sections and geological descriptions have been compiled from a 
review of previous work done in this area coupled with the recent fieldwork. A 
regional geology map and stratigraphic co lumn is included as Figure 1-2 . 
2.2 Bedrock Geology 
2.2.1 Pikikiruna Schist 
The Pikikiruna schist outcrops towards the northeast of the study area, primarily 
outcropping along the road cutting, however there are some limited outcrops 
exposed in small gullies further upslope. It has a faulted contact with the Arthur 
Marble to the south along an inferred normal fault, and another faulted contact with 
the Takaka Limestone to the west along the Pisagh Fault. A third faulted contact with 
the Arthur Marble at Pylon Point has to be inferred as there is not enough outcrop to 
establish accurately the nature of the contact (Figure 1-2). 
Figure 2-1: Examples of the Pikikiruna Sch ist outcropp ing at Pylon Point. 
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The schist itself can be described as dark greenish grey, quartz-muscovite-biotite-
garnet schist, interbedded with thin-bedded metaquartzite, marble and dolomite 
(Grindley, 1980). It is highly susceptible to weathering in exposed faces such as 
road cuttings, and is slightly to moderately weathered within the study area where 
iron staining gives it a pale yellow colouration (see Figure 2-1 ). 
2.2.2 Arthur Marble 
The Arthur Marble that is observed within the study area is termed Arthur Marble 2 by 
Cooper (1979), and is found towards the eastern side of the study area. It is in 
faulted contact with the Pikikiruna Schist to the north and has been thrust over the 
Takaka Limestone by the Pisagh Fault to the east (Figure 1-2). 
The Arthur Marble within the study area is coarse grained, blue-grey to cream marble 
with minor interbedded schist and quartzite, as shown by Figure 2-2 (Grindley, 1980). 
It is probably Middle Ordovician in age (Grindley, 1980). Metamorphism is low and 
crinoid stem fragments can often be observed (Jongens, 1992). Within the study 
area the marble is highly fractured, forming semi-spherical blocks 0.1 m to >1 m in 
diameter. It is also shows fluting. There are also zones of brecciation within beds 
and fractures that range up to 1 m+ thick zones consisting of cemented tabulate 
clasts as shown by Figure 2-2b (Jongens, 1992). 
Figure 2-2: Examples of Arthur Marble. 
a. Fresh marble . b. Breccia ted zone within marble beds. 
2.2 .3 Marble Breccia 
A marble breccia derived from reverse faulting along the Pisagh Fault was observed 
along a linear trend from Eureka Bend through to Pylon Point. The source rock for 
the breccia is Arthur Marble 2 that would have been brecciated as it was thrust over 
the Takaka limestone. It can be described as a moderately weathered, dark grey 
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breccia with angular clasts ranging in size from 5 mm to 600 mm bound together by 
flowstone, as shown by Figure 2-3 (GHD, 2007). 
Figure 2-3: Examples of Marble Breccia . 
2.2.4 Takaka Limestone 
The Takaka Limestone lies in faulted contact along the Pisagh Fault with the Arthur 
Marble and the Pikikiruna Schist (Figure 1-2). However, the zone of marble breccia 
discussed in Section 2.2.3 means that the units do not actually come into physical 
contact. 
The limestone can be described as well bedded, slightly weathered, pale yellowish 
grey limestone. Beds range in thickness from 300 mm to 500 mm locally (see Figure 
2-4 c. & d.). Bryozoa dominate the limestone, with varying quantities of echinoid 
plates, bivalves, brachiopods, foraminifera and algae also present (see Figure 2-4a). 
The age of the limestone is late Oligocene to early Miocene (Grindley, 1980). The 
limestone was probably deposited in a shallow to middle shelf environment reflecting 
a period of tectonic rest (Leask, 1980). 
Figure 2-4: Examples of Takaka Limestone . 
a. Bivalves within the limestone. b. Blocky zone. c. & d. Well bedded limestone. 
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Just north of Eureka Bend a zone of highly fractured limestone can be observed. 
Figure 2-4b shows no real sign of structure, and bedding is generally not present 
within this zone ,suggesting that it may have been associated with faulting. 
2.2.5 Faulting 
The relationship of the different units to one another within the study area suggests 
that the area has been subjected to various different types of fault movement 
throughout its history. All three major types of faults (normal, reverse and strike slip) 
are present within the study area. 
2. 2. 5. 1 Pisagh Fault 
The Pisagh Fault is the major fault within the study area. Grindley (1980) initially 
mapped it as the Pikikiruna fault, however Rattenbury et al (1998) have it mapped as 
the Pisagh fault and that term is used here. They map the location of the Pikikiruna 
fault parallel to, but slightly to the west of the Pisagh Fault (Figure 1-2). 
The Pisagh fault itself strikes virtually north-south across the study area from Pylon 
Point to just above Eureka Bend, as shown by Map 1 and Figure 1-2. It is a reverse 
fault with uplift on the eastern side that thrusts the Ordovician Arthur Marble over the 
younger Oligocene Takaka Limestone. Grindley (1980) suggests that the fault was 
initially dextral strike-slip, as shown by the 4 km dextral offset of the Devil River 
Thrust south of the study area. It is not known when strike-slip movement occurred 
along the Pisgah Fault but it was possibly during the late Mesozoic (Jongens, 1992). 
Reverse faulting related to the Kaikoura Orogeny would have then begun during the 
late Miocene to develop the present structures (Jongens, 1992). 
2. 2. 5. 2 Other Faults 
Grindley (1980) mapped a normal fault that separates the Pikikiruna Schist to the 
north from the Arthur Marble to the south. The fault trace is clearly visible in the field 
however there is very little evidence to indicate which way it is offset. 
A third fault is possibly present towards the north of the study area, separating the 
Arthur Marble from the Takaka limestone at Pylon Point. This fault is entirely inferred 
as it does not appear in outcrop, therefore there is no evidence to indicate what 
movement has occurred. However, it must exist because there has to be a faulted 
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contact between the Arthur Marble and the Takaka limestone as these two units are 
not conformable due to their significant age difference. 
2.3 Surficial Geology 
2.3.1 Colluvium 
Suficial deposits of colluvium are observed along the road cutting north of Eureka 
Bend. It appears to be reworked and recalcified breccia that has been transported 
down slope as a landslide. It consists of clasts of marble and limestone held together 
by an orange-brown silty fine sand matrix (see Figure 2-5). Thicknesses of about 6m 
are observed in the road cutting north of Eureka Bend. 
Much of the limestone outcrop below the Pisagh Fau lt and in the road cutting has 
been obscured due to the nature of the colluvium. 
Figure 2-5: Example of colluvium outcropping in road cutting. 
2.4 Geomorphology 
Due to the geological make up and steep nature of the study area there are many 
geomorphological features present. These are shown on Figure 2-9 and are 
discussed below. 
2.4.1 Deep-seated Failures 
From studies of aerial photography and field investigations three deep-seated failures 
were indentified within the study area above Pylon Point. The head scarps of all 
three appear to be connected suggesting that they are located within unstable 
geology, as shown by Figure 2-6. The origins of the failures are within the brecciated 
material associated with the Pisagh fault, which may have been the triggering 
mechanism. They all appear to be rotational landslides in nature meaning that the 
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failure plane must be within a homogenous medium such as the breccia and not 
bedrock that would see defect controlled failure surfaces (Cruden and Varnes, 1996). 
All three landslides appear to have been subjected to erosional processes for a 
significant period of time and therefore are believed to significantly pre-date the 
construction of State Highway 60. The lack of recent movement or tension cracks 
suggest that the landslides are inactive and are therefore of only minor concern to 
the ongoing stability of the road. 
Figure 2-6: Deep-seated failures and hummocky ground as seen in the 1944 air photo. 
2.4.2 Hummocky Ground 
There is a zone of hummocky ground that extends downslope from the scarp created 
by the Pisagh fault to the bottom of the hill (see Figure 2-6). Hummocky ground 
suggests that the area has been subjected to slope instability in the past and the 
uneven ground is evidence of this. The most likely source of slope instability is within 
the marble breccia associated with the Pisagh fault. Reworked breccia (colluvium) 
along the upper carriageway road cutting north of Eureka Bend provides evidence 
that the breccia has been subjected to instability in the past, which may have caused 
large volumes of material to slide down slope thus creating the hummocky ground 
that is visible both above and below the road. 
From field observations there is no evidence to suggest that a mass movement of the 
slope is likely to occur in the near future. However, the proximity of the proposed 
failure to the Pisagh fault indicates th at the fault may have been the triggering 
mechanism and any reactivation along the fault may create further instability, which 
may affect the road. 
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2.4.3 Bedrock Planar Failures 
Planar failures along bedding surfaces within the well-bedded limestone can be seen 
north of Eureka Bend both on the upper and lower carriageway (see Figure 2-7). 
Here the limestone bedding dips towards the road at around 40 - 50° meaning that it 
is inherently unstable. From aerial photography analysis it is possible to see that the 
failures had not occurred pre-1944 and even the 1989 photos do not show evidence 
of failures in this area. Therefore, the likely cause of the failures is related to the 
widening of the road in the 1950s, which would have removed support from the toe of 
the slope. The removal of vegetation from the affected slopes post 1989 also 
removed supporting roots that would have bound the blocks together. 
Under the correct conditions such as increased pore water pressure due to heavy 
precipitation, or seismic shaking, there is a high possibility that further planar failures 
will occur along this section of the road. 
Figure 2-7: Planar failures above the upper and lower carriageways north of 
Eureka Bend. 
2.4.4 Fill Slumps 
Failures within the poorly compacted roading fill have been occurring beneath the 
road forcing the closure of one lane for a significant period of time. When the road 
was widened to two lanes in the 1950s fill was side cast over the edge of the road 
and substandard compaction practices were used to compact the fill. Consequently 
failures within the fill have begun to occur when water manages to penetrate into it. 
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2.4.5 Karst Terrain 
Karst terrain is evident in the study area as sink holes both within the limestone at the 
base of the hill and the marble breccia above the road. Dissolution and collapse of 
the underlying limestone and marble when it comes in contact with water has created 
the undulating terrain that is seen at the base of the hill (see Figure 2-8). 
Figure 2-8: Sinkholes within karst terrain at the base of the hill. 
2.4.6 Steep Terrain 
The whole study area is located on very steep terrain that ranges from about 20
° to 
over 40
° in places. It is effectively the scarp slope of the Pikikiruna Range that was 
formed when the Pisagh fault thrust the Arthur Marble over the Takaka limestone. 
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Figure 2-9: Geomorphological map of the study area. 
(Source: GHD Ltd, 2007) 
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2.5 Site Investigations 
Due to the various instability issues associated with the study area several 
companies have undertaken subsurface geological and geotechnical investigations 
on behalf of Transit New Zealand in an attempt to understand more about the 
problems. Both MWH Global Limited and GHD Limited have been involved with 
these investigations on separate occasions. Map 2 shows the locations of all the 
subsurface investigations that were done by both companies. 
2.5.1 MWH Investigations 
In mid-2006 MWH New Zealand Limited were asked by Transit New Zealand to 
undertake a geotechnical assessment of the landslip at RP 56/10.91 adjacent to 
Eureka Bend. The slip occurred sometime between the 14th and 16th of August 2006
(location shown in Map 2), affecting about 7 m of seal and requiring the lanes to be 
moved 2.5m towards the inside of the road (MWH, 2006). In addition to a desk study 
MWH also conducted a subsurface investigation in September 2006 that involved 
(locations of subsurface investigations are shown on Map 2): 
• Three boreholes to a maximum depth of 17. 3m.
• Four test pits near the toe of the slip to a maximum depth of 4.1 m,
six along the inside edge of the highway and one on the upper
carriageway directly above the slip.
Their findings are summarised in the Table 2-1 and 2-2 below, and the original logs 
are included in Appendix 1. 
Table 2-1: Summary table of MWH borehole data for Eureka Bend. 
Depth to base of (m): 
Clayey Gravel - Clayey 
FILL Gravel 
Borehole #1 0.8 3.6 
Borehole #2 0.8 3.6 





Silty Clay SW - MW 
Limestone 
8.3 Terminated 17.3 
8.4 Terminated 14.3 
3.6 Terminated 14.4 
Note: SW == slightly weathered 
MW == moderately weathered 
From Table 2-1· the contact between the overlying silty clay layer and the limestone 
bedrock has been identified at about 8.3 m - 8.4 m in borehole 1 and 2. Both these 
boreholes were located on the outside edge of the carriageway at similar elevations, 
while borehole 3 was located towards the inside of the road which accounts for the 
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shallower depth to bedrock observed in that hole. In all three boreholes the water 
used as drilling flush was lost at the silty clay/bedrock contact, which suggests that 
the limestone contains voids (MWH, 2006). This was confirmed by further drilling 
that showed the presence of several voids within all three drill holes. 
Table 2-2: Summary table of MWH test pit data for Eureka Bend. 
Depth to base of (m): 
Asphalt Topsoil Sandy Gravel - Silty Clay Limestone 
FILL 
Test Pit #1 0.3 4.0 Terminated 4.1m 
Test Pit #2 0.2 2.8 Terminated 3.0m 
Test Pit #3 0.1 1.5 Terminated 1.6m 
Test Pit #4 0.1 3.1 Terminated 3.2m 
Test Pit #5 0.1 1.1 4.0 Terminated 4.1 m 
Test Pit #6 0.4 Terminated 0.5m 
Test Pit #7 0.8 1.7 Terminated 1.8m 
Test Pit #8 0.4 1.1 Terminated 1.2m 
Test Pit #9 0.4 2.5 Terminated 2.6m 
Test Pit #10 0.4 2.4 Terminated 2.5m 
Test Pit #11 0.3 1.8 Terminated 3.5m 
Therefore the test pits conducted by MWH in September 2006 show the limestone -
silty clay interface between 1.5 m and 4.0 m below the surface along the base of the 
slip and 1.1 m to 4.0 m along the inside shoulder of the road. However, no limestone 
was encountered in TP-11 located on the upper carriageway above the slip due to a 
greater thickness of fill. 
2.5.2 GHD Investigations 
GHD Limited was requested by Transit New Zealand to carry out additional 
geological and geotechnical investigations following the issue of their Identification of 
Options Report in September 2007, which examined remediation options for Eureka 
Bend. The scope of their subsurface investigation in September 2007 involved the 
completion of another borehole and two additional test pits. All three sites were 
located close to each other along the outside edge of the upper carriageway above 
the Bailey bridge and current failure (see Map 2 for detailed locations). 
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Table 2-3: Summary table of GHD initial borehole and test pit data for Eureka Bend. 
Depth to base of (m): 
Asphalt Gravel & Clay Sandy Clay Clayey MW-CW Fresh 
Gravelly Sand - FILL Gravel Limestone Limestone 
FILL 
Borehole 








0.1 0.8 2.5 
Terminated 
#102 4.0m 
Note: MW = moderately weathered and 
CW = completely weathered 
Table 2-3 shows contact with the limestone at 4.0 m, however this limestone is 
heavily weathered and contains many voids (see original borehole logs, Appendix 2). 
Fresh unweathered limestone is not encountered until 14.6 m and continues until the 
hole is terminated at 24 m. Both test pits TP-101 and TP-102 only act to expose the 
roading fill, and did not penetrate to the limestone. 
Following this initial work, further subsurface investigations were conducted in March 
2008 to provide information regarding the suitability of the subsurface adjacent to and 
below the current landslip for the foundations of a reinforced earth embankment as 
part of their remediation plan. Five test pits were conducted to a maximum depth of 
5.2 m. All encountered limestone at a depth of between 1.5 m and 5.1 m. They are 
summarised in Table 2-4 below, and their original logs are included in Appendix 2. 
Table 2-4: Summary table of GHD March 2008 test pit data for Eureka Bend. 
Depth to base of (m): 
Topsoil FILL Clayey Silt I Clay Silty Clay Limestone 
Test Pit #201 0.1 0.9 3.2 Terminated 4.2m 
Test Pit #202 0.1 2.1 5.1 Terminated 5.2m 
Test Pit #203 0.1 2.8 3.3 Terminated 4.0m 
Test Pit #204 0.1 0.8 2.6 Terminated 3.1 m 
Test Pit #205 0.2 1.5 Terminated 1.6m 
2.6 Site Drainage 
An investigation into the natural and man made surface drainage paths of the study 
area was undertaken by GHD Ltd in 2007. They created a plan showing all surface 
water courses as well as man made water tables and culverts (see Figure 2-10). 
There is a poor understanding of the groundwater flow of the area but from the 
sinkholes and the voids that were logged during drilling it is safe to assume that the 
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2. 7 Eureka Bend Engineering Geology Model 
Using the information discussed in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 the following cross-section 
(Figure 2-11) was created to provide a better understanding of the subsurface 
beneath Eureka Bend (location is shown in Map 2). From Figure 2-11 it is possible to 
see the .fill makes up the first layer beneath the road surface. This overlies a 
sandy/gravelly clay before limestone bedrock is met at a depth of between 3.6 m and 
8.3 m. From GHD's investigations it was determined that the top surface of the 
limestone had been subjected to erosional processes and that fresh unweathered 
limestone was not encountered until 14.6 m. 
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Figure 2-11: Cross-section A-A' through Eureka Bend. 















There. are many geotechnical issues that need to be addressed with in this study area 
if the security of the road is to be ensured for future generations. These are: 
• Stability of the land above and below the road. This includes: 
• Failures within natural ground. 
• Failures within made ground . 
• Failures rel ated to human intervention, i.e. road cutting s. 
• Surface and groundwater drainage issues. 
• Safety concerns for the road including rockfall hazards . 
• Suitability of fil l materials for use reinforced earth embankment. 
• Rock batte r design for proposed rock cut above Eureka Bend . 
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Chapter 3 
Proposed Eureka Bend Cut Investigation 
3. 1 Remediation Options
After reviewing MWH's work and conducting their own investigations, GHD have 
come up with the following four proposed options for the remediation of the Eureka 
Bend and the stabilisation of the current slip beneath the lower carriageway. 
1. Reinforced earth fill on current alignment
This proposal involves the excavation of the poor fill material from beneath the
lower carriageway before replacing it with a free draining reinforced earth
embankment founded on competent bedrock. Additional drainage meausres will
also be installed to ensure groundwater does not undermine the integrity of the
earth embankment. Approximately 80 m of the lower carriageway will be affected
by this proposal, but because of its staged construction process traffic access
should not be disrupted too much. This option should provide security to both the
upper and lower carriageways.
2. Restoration of Bailey Bridge with Geometric Improvement
This option will incorporate the engineered earth embankment discussed in
Option 1, but it will also include a geometric realignment of Eureka Bend which
will allow heavy vehicles to negotiate the corner with less difficulty. The proposed
alignment shown in Figure 3-1 will create a 15 m curve radius with 0.5 m wide
sealed shoulders and 0.5 m wide drain that will allow a B-train to round the corner
without crossing the centreline. As with Option 1 improved drainage will have to
be installed to ensure that groundwater does not create problems both for the
earth embankment and for the new cut profile. This option will see a cut of about
25 m into the limestone at Eureka Bend, which will have the added benefit of
providing fill for the engineered earth embankment on the lower carriageway.
Due to the large-scale excavation that is needed during the cutting stage, traffic
flow may be interrupted for a short period of time.
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Figure 3-1: Option 2 proposed realignment of Eureka Bend showing B-train tracking curve. 
(Source: GHD, 2007) 
3. Stormwater Management
This option involves an upgrade of the current stormwater management
measures to ensure that water is diverted into specific channels, and not allowed
to penetrate the road fill where it may cause instability due to increased pore
water pressures. Measures that are proposed include:
• Slot drains to intercept runoff that poses a risk to embankment and slopes.
• Reconstruction of current inside lane drainage channels from Pylon Point to
beneath Eureka Bend, with concrete dish drains used to ensure that no water
is able to penetrate into the fill.
• Inlets and outlets of many culverts will need to be redesigned to minimise
blockages and prevent discharge that may have a negative effect on the roads
foundations.
• Road cambers that promote surface runoff towards unprotected road verges,
with drainage measures installed to divert runoff away from areas of fill.
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4. Rock Slope Remediation 
Option 4 involves indentifying segments within the study area that are subject to 
slope instability that may ultimately affect the security of the road. Remediation of 
these 'at risk' zones would require the physical removal of rocks and soil that are 
having a detrimental effect on the stability of the zone. Measures include: 
• Scaling of faces to remove potentially dangerous rocks, 
• Slope re-profiling and preventative measures such as rock bolting and mesh 
to prevent rocks from reaching the roadway, 
• Installation of catch fences to reduce the rockfall risk, 
• Removal of vegetation that may be having a detrimental effect on slope 
stability. 
This thesis has direct relevance to Option 1 and Option 2 that were proposed by 
GHD. As mentioned in Section 1.3 this project's primary objective is to carry out a 
detailed assessment of the rock face and "block" to assess its likely performance in 
widening of the cut at Eureka Bend as pertains to Option 2. A secondary objective is 
to further assess overall rock mass behaviour in the limestone, and the depth and 
properties of colluvium affecting reconstruction which is relevant to both Option 1 & 2. 
3.2 Assessment of Limestone Block 
3.2.1 Definition of Problem 
When the geology of the study area is looked at in a broader context there are two 
issues that arise. 
1. The dip of the limestone beds at Eureka Bend differs from the dip of the limestone 
further to the north both above the upper and lower carriageways. Figure 3-2 
shows how bedding adjacent to Eureka Bed dips to the south at 25°, while 
bedding to the north generally dips in a west to southwest orientation at 30° - 50°. 
2. The presence of Arthur Marble on top of the limestone 'block'. This marble is 
located nearly 100 metres downslope of the in-situ marble on the up thrown side 
of the Pisagh Fault. 
The aim of this section is to determine whether the limestone adjacent to Eureka 
Bend is in-situ and therefore may be related to a fold structure, or whether it has 
been displaced and is in fact a large 'raft'. 
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Various investigations were carried out during the field component of my research to 
assist in the assessment of the limestone 'block' adjacent to Eureka Bend. These 
included: 
• Thorough site walk over and inspection of relevant outcrops,
• Detailed geological mapping of the zone in question, and,
• A geophysical survey using ground penetrating radar (GPR) to determine
continuity of the limestone and the relationship of the 'block' to limestone
further to the north.
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Figure 3-2: Bedding orientation adjacent to Eureka Bend. 
3.2.2 Site Inspection 
A thorough site inspection was conducted to determine the geology and structure of 
the area upslope of Eureka Bend. Arthur Marble was encountered above the road 
cutting at Eureka Bend in the form of two 'steps' both about 1.5 m - 2 m in height as 
shown in Figure 3-3a. Slickenslides were observed on parts of the 'step' and are 
shown in Figure 3-3b. Some possible jointing was observed within the marble, 
however, because of a high level of degradation due to weathering it was difficult to 
record their orientations. Spacings of these joints were about 2 m. Brecciated 
material was also observed along defect planes within the marble, and examples of 
this can be seen in Figure 2-2b. Larger homogeneous outcrops of brecciated marble 
can be seen immediately to the south of Eureka Bend. They are similar in 
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grained calcareous matrix. It is unlikely that the breccia was formed in-situ, but it is 
possible that it is the result of a mass movement of Arthur Marble and fault breccia 
from further up slope. 
Figure 3-3: Marble step located upslope from Eureka Bend . 
a. Step in the marble. b. Slickenslides on the marble. c. Location of breccia marble. d. Brecciated 
marble outcrop . 
3.2.3 Detailed Geological Mapping 
As part of the field mapping exercise that was completed earlier in the year, a 
detailed geological map was produced of the study area (Map 1 ). From this map it is 
possible to see how the geology relates to Eureka Bend itself. The road cutting for 
Eureka Bend is cut directly into Takaka limestone, which from Figure 3-2 can be 
seen to be dipping to the south at 25°. This is in direct contrast to the limestone that 
is observed north of the bend above both the upper and lower carriageway, which 
can be seen to be dipping in a west to southwest orientation at 30° - 50°. 
The Pisagh fault is located further upslope above Eureka Bend, and Arthur Marble 
can be found overlying a marble breccia along the fault trace . No other faults appear 
to intersect or directly affect the specific area around Eureka Bend. 
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3.3 Geophysical Investigations 
3.3.1 Methodology 
3: Proposed Cut Inves tigation 
Initially the geophysical survey was going to be done using seismic refraction in an 
attempt to determine the subsurface structure of the area in question . It was 
anticipated that it would be possible to identify jointing or faulting that may have 
resulted in the limestone having a different bedding orientation to elsewhere in the 
study area. Due to the very steep terrain and the thick vegetation directly above the 
road cutting, however, it was decided that the seismic survey would logistically be too 
difficult to run . The similar nature of the lithologies involved, both limestone and 
marble, may have also meant that interpretation of any data obtained would have 
been very difficult. Therefore, the decision to use ground penetrating radar (GPR) 
was made because it would be easier to use on site. 
The fundamental principles of GPR are described by Davis and Annan ( 1989). 
50 MHz antennas were chosen for this investigation, as they wou ld provide deeper 
penetration of the subsurface while sti ll providing a resolution that would enable 
interpretation of relatively smal l-sca le structures beneath the ground (Joi and Bristow, 
2003). The two 50 MHz antennas were mounted 2 m apart on a plywood sled 
(Figure 3-4 ), which was then pulled up the slope where readings were taken every 
0.5 m. The GPR traverse is shown on Map 2, and this process was then repeated 
along the same line but in the opposite direction to confirm the reproducibility of the 
data. 
Figure 3-4: Equipment used during the GPR survey. 
3.3.2 GPR Results 
The results obtained during the two GPR traverses are shown in Figure 3-5. Due to 
an operator error during the collection of the results it was not possible to carry out 
any processing such as add ing topography or migration to remove diffractions. 
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The top part of Figure 3-5 shows the data that was collected during the uphill 
traverse. From this data it is possible to see a series of joints that when corrected for 
a 35° - 40° slope will appear sub-horizontal. A subhorizontal layer is also seen within 
the data, and it is possible that this is a bedding plane within the limestone because 
again when the data is corrected for topography it will appear sub-parallel to the 
surface with a similar orientation to the bedding that is observed in the road cutting to 
the north. 
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Figure 3-5: Data collected during GPR survey at Eureka Bend . 
Top image is uphill run and bottom image is repeat downhill run . Apparent joints are shown in red and 
bedding in yellow . 
Reproducibility of the data appears to be good , even accounting for the operator 
error that prevented workable data being collected. Features such as the apparent 
joints and bedding surfaces appear in the same position within both data sets, which 
suggests that the data itself was not corrupted. 
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3.3.3 Problems and Errors 
Several problems were encountered during the running of this geophysical survey, as 
follows: 
• Steep topography - the steep topography of the site made it challenging when 
using the equipment. It was difficult to establish accurate step sizes as the 
sled was pulled uphill, which could possibly affect the final outcome. The 
steep topography also made it difficult to access the survey line, and at one 
point the transmitter was dropped onto the road. Although it was later 
discovered that this did not do any damage to the transmitter, at the time this 
was not the case and the drop was seen as the reason for the unexpected 
results. 
• Uneven terrain - the undulating and rock-scattered terrain meant that again it 
was difficult to maintain a constant step size or straight line, as occasionally 
the sled was required to negotiate large boulders. 
• Incorrect initial set up of equipment - the fibre optic cables that connect the 
transmitter and receiver to the control box were plugged in the wrong way 
round at the beginning of the survey. This provided results that appeared 
upside down on the monitor. These were not detected until the first run was 
completed and were attributed to the drop earlier in the day. Attempts were 
made to correct the problem, but the cause was not detected and the second 
run was done with the same setup. This run yielded very similar results to the 
first. 
3.3.4 Interpretation of GPR Survey 
The results that were obtained during the GPR survey suggest that the traverse was 
conducted above limestone that was in-situ and therefore not related to the 'block'. 
The presence of possible bedding planes sub-parallel with the surface correlates well 
with nearby bedding that also dips in a similar orientation. If the GPR traverse was 
located above the 'block', sub-parallel bedding planes would not have been 
observed, as the bedding orientation is markedly different. 
3.4 Emplacement of Limestone 'Block' 
Several hypotheses have been developed to explain why the bedding immediately 
adjacent to Eureka Bend differs in orientation (by ~90°) compared to extensive 
limestone outcrops further to the north and also why the Arthur Marble is present on 
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top of the 'block' when in-situ marble is located about 100 m up slope as mentioned 
in Section 3.2.1. 
3.4.1 Change in Orientation 
Fold Hypothesis 
This hypothesis suggests that the block is in-situ, and that the observed orientation of 
its bedding is related to a southwest plunging anticlinal structure. Figure 3-6 shows 
how the strike of the bedding begins to wrap around from a north-south orientation to 
an east-west orientation as it approaches Eureka Bend. One explanation for this is 
that it is part of a south to southwest plunging anticlinal structure. Grindley (1980) 
and Jongens (1992) both show that Eureka Bend is located on the eastern limb of a 
north-south oriented syncline, and it is possible that it could be where the transition 
into an anticline occurs. 
Figure 3-6: Bedding appearing to wrap around the nose of a fold . 
Block Rotation Hypothesis 
This hypothesis regarding the emplacement of the limestone block is that it wa s 
deposited by a simple block rotation related to cavities in the limestone beneath it. 
Dissolution of the limestone beneath th e 'block' by groundwater flow would have led 
to the formation of cavities similar to the ones that would have formed the sinkholes 
located at the base of Takaka Hill (Figure 2-9) . As the cavity expanded the support 
for the overlying block would have been decreasing until eventually the remaining 
underlying limestone would have been unable to support the 'block' and it would 
have back rotated into the cavity as shown by Figure 3-7. Thus rotating the strike of 
the bedding by about 90°. 
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Fractured zone of limestone 
(Possible release zone) 
3: Proposed Cut Investigation 
Figure 3-7: Block diagram showing how the block would have become emplaced at Eureka Bend. 
(Key for colours shown on Map 1 ). 
Landslide Hypothesis 
The second hypothesis regarding the emplacement of the limestone adjacent to 
Eureka Bend suggests that it was deposited by landslide mechanisms that saw it 
transported from further upslope and emplaced in its current position. The steep 
nature of the Pikikiruna Scarp, as discussed in Section 2.3.6, would have been the 
major contributing factor in the formation of the landslide that would have emplaced 
the limestone 'block' in its current position. Obviously other trigger mechanisms, 
such as heavy rainfall causing increased pore water pressures or seismic shaking, 
would have also been required to facilitate the rockslide. Figure 3-7 shows the likely 
source location of the landslide to be directly above Eureka Bend, with the flow path 
travelling through the corner and on downslope. 
This landslide hypothesis suggests a 'block' or 'raft ' of limestone detached from the 
fault zone and was picked up by a landslide that originated from further upslope. 
This block would have then been carried downslope before being deposited in its 
current position in the vicinity of Eureka Bend. The difference in the orientation of the 
bedding that is observed between Eureka Bend and outcrops further to the north may 
be accounted for by rotation of the limestone block during transportation by 
landsl iding . This hypothesis also accounts for the presence of marble on top of the 
'block' as it would most likely have already been in place before the 'block' was 
detached from the fault zone and thus simply trave lled with it. 
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Globally there are examples of landslides that contain large intact blocks of rock 
within them. Although on a much larger scale, the Madison Canyon rockslide in 
1959, caused by an earthquake, created a deposit containing 'house' sized blocks 
along with rock debris (Hadley, 1978). 
Figure 3-8: Location of possible Eureka Bend landslide headscarp and 
flow path on 1989 air-photo . 
3.4.2 Presence of Marble 
Thrust Slice Hypothesis 
This hypothesis suggests that a localised thrust slice related to the Pisagh Fault 
em placed the Arthur Marble on top of the limeston e 'block'. Figure 3-9 shows how 
marble would have been thrust along this localised fault and brought to the surface in 
the vicinity of Eureka Bend. 
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Figure 3-9: Thrust slice emplacement of Arthur Marble on top of Takaka Limestone. 
(Key for colours shown on Map 1 ). 
Block Slide Hypothesis 
From Map 1 it is possible to see that the bedding of the in-situ limestone dips in a 
west to southwest direction at an angle of 36° - 50°. It is therefore feasible that a
marble slab could have slid along one of these weaker bedding planes into its current 
position. The original position of the marble would have been in the in-situ marble 
above the Pisagh Fault. A series of 'steps' were observed within the marble which 
were orientated sub-parallel to the strike of the bedding. These 'steps' may be 
formed by several slabs of marble resting on top of each giving the appearance of a 
step. 
Possible triggering mechanisms for the failure may include increased pore water 
pressure or seismic shaking. If a large volume of water is able to penetrate into 
defects during a heavy rainfall or series of rainfalls then the increase in pore water 
pressure will see a reduction in effective stress which will increase the potential for 
failure which may be what happened in this case (Terzaghi et al., 1996). The 
proximity of the failure to the Pisagh fault may also be responsible for the failure. 
Heavy shaking accompanied by steep terrain and possibly increased pore water 
pressure may have created the triggering mechanism required for failure (Wyllie and 
Mah, 2004 ). Various other landslides triggered by seismic activity have been 
recorded, for example in 1980 a 6.0 magnitude earthquake at Mammoth Lakes, 
California displaced a 20.4 t boulder that travelled 421 m before coming to rest and in 
1983 an earthquake in Idaho displaced a 20.5 t boulder that travelled about 95 m 
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which is similar to what may have happened at Eureka Bend (Kobayashi et al., 
1990). 
3.5 Preferred Interpretation 
3.5.1 Change in Bedding Orientation 
The preferred interpretation for the change in bedding orientation at Eureka Bend is a 
block rotation caused by dissolution of underlying limestone forming a cavity into 
which the 'block' could rotate. The primary reason for this is the presence of a 
depression visible in air photos in the same location of the 'block'. There is also no 
visible evidence of any large historic landslide path down which the 'block' could 
have been transported or landslide deposits in the test pits below Eureka Bend. 
It is also unlikely that the fold hypothesis explains how the limestone immediately 
adjacent to Eureka Bend came to be emplaced there, as no anticlinal structure has 
been mapped within the vicinity of the bend. Field mapping did not produce any 
further evidence to suggest that one is present, for example, no nearby limestone 
outcrops exhibited similar orientations. 
However, due to the lack of subsurface information in this area it is difficult to make a 
highly accurate interpretation. 
3.5.2 Presence of Marble 
The preferred hypothesis for the emplacement of marble on top of the limestone 
'block' is a detachment of a slab or slabs of marble from above the fault zone, which 
would have then been transported along a bedding surface before coming to rest on 
top of the limestone adjacent to Eureka Bend. 
It is unlikely that it would have been emplaced by a thrust slice because of the very 
localised extent of the marble. A much larger lateral extant of marble would have 
been expected if a thrust slice emplaced the marble. Field mapping and the GPR 
survey did not detect any marble directly to the north of the marble on top of the 
limestone 'block'. Marble would also be expected to outcrop further upslope and 
again this is not seen. 
3.6 Dimensions of the Interpreted 'Block' 
From field observations the size of the block was determined to be approximately 
60 m long x 25 m wide, however the depth of the block is difficult to ascertain as no 
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subsurface investigations have been done that provide any information in that regard. 
Therefore a volume cannot be accurately established. Figure 3-1 O shows the extent 
of the block in plan view. 
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Figure 3-10: Extent of limestone block (yellow) in plan view. 
3. 7 Geotechnical Issues Related to the Road Cutting 
Currently there are several geotechnical issues associated with the current geometry 
of Eureka Bend and further issues can be expected if the proposed widening goes 
ahead. The issues that need to be addressed are: 
• Current cut stability - the stability of the current road cutting needs to be 
assessed to determine its long term stability should the widening proposal not 
go ahead. Kinematic analysis will be done on scan line and defect data using 
the Rockscience computer program DIPS to assess the current stability. 
• Rock strength - the strength of the rock in the road cutt ing needs to be 
assessed to determine whether or not it is su itab le as a fill material for the 
engineered earth embankment. Point load testing of sa mples taken from the 
field will be carried out in the University of Canterbury's rock mechanics 
laboratory to determine strength parameters. 
• Rock durability - the rock also needs to be assessed for its durability when 
exposed to wetting and drying cycles. This is done by conducting a slake 
durability test which simulates wetting and drying of samples in a controlled 
environment. 
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Chapter Four 
Rock Characteristics of the Proposed Cut 
4.1 Introduction 
As mentioned in Section 3.7 there are several geotechnical issues that need to be 
addressed in regards to the road cutting adjacent to Eureka Bend, both in its current 
geometry and also in its proposed geometry. This section discusses the stability of 
the current road cutting, as well as rock strength and durability parameters that will 
be relevant should fill be required for the proposed engineered earth embankment. 
Rockfall analysis has also been conducted on the current alignment to determine 
susceptibility to rockfall hazards, and any consequent mitigation requirements. 
4.2 Rock Strength Testing 
4.2.1 Point Load Testing 
Point load testing was carried out on sawn blocks of limestone and marble that were 
collected from adjacent to and above the road cutting at Eureka Bend. The point 
load test is a convenient method to ascertain an estimation of rock strength and 
subjects a rock sample to a force that is focused through two shaped platens. The 
pressure (kN) required to fail the block between the two platens is then recorded and 
along with the width (W) of the sample and the distance between the platens (D) it is 
possible to calculate the point load strength index (Is) for the rocks tested. This then 
reported as ls(soJ (MPa) which corrects the Is values to a standard D value of 50 mm 
using a formula for size correction (F). All testing was done in accordance with 
guidelines set out in Franklin et al (2007a). 
Samples of both the Arthur Marble and the Takaka Limestone were tested using this 
method to determine their suitability as fill in the proposed engineered earth 
embankment. The data also provided an understanding as to the rippability of the 
rocks, which will ultimately determine the means of excavation that will be used to 
remove them. All results from the point load testing are included in Appendix 5. The 
mean ls(so) results for all three tests have been converted to obtain an unconfined 
compressive strength (crc) using a simple assumption that sees the ls(SO) values 
multiplied by a factor of 24 (Wyllie and Mah, 2004). 
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The Takaka Limestone was tested with the platens oriented both parallel and 
perpendicular to bedding to determine if there is any variability in strength due to 
anisotropy. A summary of the results is shown in Table 4-1 . 
Table 4-1: Summary of Point Load Results 
Rock Type Point Load Result (MPa) UCS Value (MPa) 
Arthur Marble 3.83 92 
Takaka Limestone - 1. to bedding 2.34 56 
Takaka Limestone - = to bedding 1.71 41 
4.2.2 Rippability 
The point load results that were obtained for the marble and the limestone have been 
used to determine the rippability of the materials and also their suitability as a fill 
material. Figure 4-1 shows the rippability of the two samples to be 'very hard' to 
'blasting required' when a mean discontinuity spacing of 1 m - 2 m is used. As the 
excavation will be done on a near vertical face the 'perpendicular to bedding ' 
limestone results should be used, as all excavation will occur perpendicular to the 
bedding . However, because of its location blasting is recom mended because access 
for machinery is limited and all point load indices are towards the upper limit for 
mechanised excavation. 
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Figu re 4-1: Rippability of rock as a function of mean spacings of discontinui ties and compressive stre ngth. 
Yellow box shows mean discontinuity spacings and red lines show point load index for each material tested 
(adapted from Smith , 1999). 37 
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4.2.3 Suitability of Rock Strength for use as Fill 
The point load results and the subsequent conversion to UCS values indicates that 
both the limestone and the marble are adequate materials for use as fill in the 
reinforced earth embankment. Using the equation: 
p = pgh 
Where P = pressure (Pa) 
p = density of the material (kg/m3) 
g = acceleration due to gravity (9.81 m/s) 
h = height of overburden 
It can be shown for a density of 2700 kg/m3 and a overburden thickness of 11 m 
(from GHD, 2008) that the overburden stress is ~0.3 MPa, which is much less than 
the UCS value obtained for the limestone of ~40 MPa when tested parallel to 
bedding. Even with vehicle loads taken into consideration, the limestone and marble 
will still have enough strength to be used as fill. 
4.3 Rock Durability Testing 
4.3.1 Slake Durability Test 
To assess a rock's resistance to weakening and disintegration under standardised 
conditions of wetting and drying a slake durability test can be conducted. The 
method involves placing 10 roughly rounded lumps of sample weighing about 40 -
60g each in the drum. This is then oven dried at 105°C and the mass of the drum 
and the sample is then recorded (A). The drum is then mounted in the slaking fluid 
and the drum is rotated 200 times over 10 minutes. The drum and samples are then 
re-dried and the mass recorded again (B). The slaking test is repeated; dried then 
drum and sample are re-weighed (C). The drum is then cleaned and it's mass 
recorded (D). Using the equation below it is then possible to calculate the slake 
durability index for each test. 
Slake durability index (ld2) = ((C-D)/(A-D)x 100 
The slake durability index is the percentage ratio of final to initial dry sample masses. 
If the index is low then the rock will be susceptible to degradation (Wyllie and Mah, 
2004 ). All testing was done in accordance with guidelines set out in Franklin et al 
(2007b). 
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4.3.2 Results 
From the rock samples collected form Eureka Bend, one sample of marble and one 
sample of limestone were prepared for slake durability testing. The results are 
shown in Table 4-2. 
Table 4-2: Slake Durability Index (ld2) 
Lithology Marble Limestone 
Initial weight of dry sample and lid-less drum (g) A 1905.7 1885.5 
Weight of dry sample and lid-less drum after one cycle (g) B 1904.9 1883.3 
Weight of dry sample and lid-less drum after second cycle (a) C 1904.5 1882.2 
Ory weight of clean drum (g) D 1374.8 1369.9 
C-0 529.7 512.3 
A-0 530.9 515.6 
Slake durability index ld2 99.8 99.4 
The high slake durability indices of both the marble and the limestone, 99.8 and 99.4 
respectively, suggests that both materials will not be particularly susceptible to 
degradation from wetting and drying cycles. When considered with strength data 
both materials will be suitable as fill in the reinforced earth embankment that is 
proposed beneath Eureka Bend. 
4.4 Stability of Current Road Cutting 
4.4.1 Scanline Sampling and Modelling 
Scanline sampling was the method used to obtain data for defect and slope stability 
analysis. It involved laying out a string line along the face in question and recording 
any defects encountered along the line. During the field component of this project a 
30 m scanline survey was conducted along the current road cutting. Figure 4-2 
shows the location of the scanline and the data that was collected is included in 
Appendix 5. A defect survey was also conducted on the road cutting and that data 
has been be included in the analysis. 
The computer analysis of the data that was collected was done using Rocscience 
software programme, DIPS. DIPS is used for stereographic projections of the data 
from which it is possible to determine sets of bedding and other defects, as well as 
doing kinematic analysis on the data sets to determine stability with relation to 
specific cutting orientations. 
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4.4.2 Reproducibility of Data 
When defect surveys are conducted it is important to collect as many defect points as 
possible. The reason for this is that the bigger the data set the more accurate any 
analysis will be. In general a dataset of 300+ points should be obtained before any 
stereonet analysis is conducted. 
The scanline dataset that was collected during the fieldwork component of the 
research only consisted of 24 data points, therefore it was important to try and obtain 
more data to improve the accuracy of any results . GHD had previously carried out a 
defect survey along the same section of road cutting therefore their data has also 
been analysed. Unlike a scanline survey, they only sampled any discontinuities that 
they could get an accurate reading on. Their dataset only contained 14 points, but by 
comparing the two datasets it is possible to see how reproducible they are and 
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From Figure 4-3 some correlation between the two data sets is evident, most 
noticeably the bedding orientation. Both sets of resu lts show bedding that has a dip 
direction of south to south west which is what was expected. However, the joint sets 
are less reproducible as the GHD dataset is too smal l to create a joint set window 
with. Although, just from studying th e two figures it is possible to see a sma ll 
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concentration of joints towards the southwest within GHD's dataset, which roughly 
corresponds with Joint 2 of the scanline data. Therefore, it is feasible to combine the 
two datasets to combine a slightly larger one of 38 points, which should enable a 
more accurate analysis to be completed. 
4.4.3 Kinematic Analysis 
Kinematic analysis was conducted on data sets within DIPS to determine the stability 
of specific cut face orientations. It is possible to assess several failure modes 
including, planar, wedge and toppling failures. The internal angle of friction (cp) for all 
failure modes discussed in this section has been set between 35 - 45
°
, which is a 
range adapted from Naser (2004) who based it on Goodman (1980) and Bowles 
(1996). In this section all figures for kinematic analysis use an internal friction angle 
of 35° which is the lower end of the range mentioned earlier and is considered 
appropriately conservative. This applies for all modes of failure and all results will be 
included in Appendix 3. 
Planar Failure 
The requirements for planar failure taken from Wyllie and Mah (2004) are as follows: 
• The failure plane must strike parallel or nearly parallel to the slope face
(within -20
°)
• The failure plane must daylight in the slope face.
• The dip of the failure plane must be smaller than the dip of the slope face.
• Release surfaces that provide negligible resistance must be present.
Figure 4-4 below shows how these requirements are used to determine whether 
there is potential for planar failure along a specific face orientation, in this case the 
current Eureka Bend road cutting. The crescent of yellow defined by the angle of 
internal friction and the daylight envelope of the quarry face highlights poles to 
defects that may have the potential to fail along a plane. 
Very few poles plot within the failure envelope, which suggests that the face is 
relatively stable and is not prone to planar failures along any defect surfaces. Of the 
three poles that do plot within the envelope all are related to joints, which means that 
there is the potential for planar failure. However, it would only be along one joint 
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surface and is unlikely to promote further instability of the face or cause more than an 










Figure 4-4: Kinematic analysis of road cutting for planar failure potential. 
Internal angle of friction equals 35° . The yellow zone encompasses poles that have the potential to 
fail. 
Toppling Failure 
The structure conditions required for toppling failure, taken from Wyllie and Norrish, 
(1994), are as follows: 
• The strike to the defect must be approximately parallel to bedding. A range of 
±30° was used for this analysis . 
• The dip of the layers must be into the slope face. 
• In order for interlayer slip to occur, the normal to the toppling plane must have 
a plunge less than the inclination of the slope minus the fri ction angle of th e 
surface. 
Figure 4-5 shows the kinematic analysis that was done for the current road cutting 
orientation of 66 / 056. Any poles that lie within the yellow crescent represent defects 
that have the potential to fail given the necessary frictional requirements. For the 
current orientation of the road cutting there is very little chance of toppling failure, as 
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only two poles have plotted within the failure envelope. This may just result in 
ravelling of the face as small pieces of limestone detach from the face. No larger 












Figure 4-5 : Kinematic analysis of road cutting for toppling failure potential. 
Internal angle of friction equals 35°. The yellow zone encompasses poles that have the potential to 
fail. 
Wedge Failure 
The structural conditions that are required for wedge failure, taken from Norrish and 
Wylli e, 1994, are as follows: 
• The trend of the line of intersection must be approximate to the dip 
direction of the slope face . 
• The plunge must be less than the dip of the slope face, which means the 
line of intersection will daylight on the slope. 
• The plunge of the line of intersection must be greater than the angle of 
internal friction of the surface. 
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The yellow crescent shown in Figure 4-6 indicates the area on the stereoplot that is 
prone to wedge failure. If any two planes to defects intersect within this zone then 
there is a possibility of wedge failure . As no planes to bedding or joints intersect 
within this zone the face can be considered stable. There may still be the possibility 
of small-scale wedge failures occurring along defect intersections that were 
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Figure 4-6: Potential for wedge failure in defects in the road cutting. 
The yellow zone encompasses intersections of planes that have the potential to fail. 
Stability Assessment 
The results obtained by kinematic analysis of the scanline and defect survey data 
that was collected for the road cutting at Eureka Bend suggest that the face in its 
current orientation (66 / 056) is relatively stable_ The results that were obtained for 
all three failure modes suggest that the face is not likely to be affected by any of 
these mechanisms and that any failures that do occur will be nothing more than 
ravelling of loose material from the face. It is accepted that the dataset is limited, but 
this is a relatively massive rock mass with widely spaced defects that are not 
obviously sheared or otherwise indicative of past movements. 
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4.5 Rock Fall Hazard Assessment of Current Setting 
The highly fractured and semi-spherical nature of the marble higher upslope means 
that the road and motorists using it may be at risk from rockfalls. The lower slopes 
adjacent to Eureka Bend show evidence of previous rockfalls in the form of rocks that 
have rolled down from further upslope, as shown by Figure 4-7. There is the 
potential that one of these rocks may impact on the roadway, therefore a rockfall 
hazard assessment of the current alignment of Eureka Bend was done using the 
Colorado Rockfall Simulation Program (CRSP) to determine the susceptibility of the 
current roadway to rockfall hazards from boulders released higher upslope. The 
rockfa ll parameters that were used were obtained from the user manual written by 
Pfeiffer et al. (1995). 
Figure 4-7: Evidence of previous rockfa lls north of Eureka Bend 
A simu lated rockfall comprising of 500 1 m diameter rocks was released between 
30 m and 60 m above the roadway. The computer program then modelled their likely 
travel paths, including whether they bounced or rolled based on input parameters set 
by th e user (refer to Appendix 4 ). From Figure 4-8 it is possible to see that many 
rocks would make it onto the roadway, which is a concern that must be addressed 
whether or not the widen ing of Eureka Bend goes ahead . 
Stati stical analysis of the simulated rockfall showed that of the 500 rocks released 10 
made it to the roadway, which is only 2% of all the rocks released. The heavy 
vegetation that was factored in directly above Eureka Bend played an important role 
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in reducing the number of rocks passing, from 36 at Analysis Point 1 to just 1 O at 
Analysis Point 1, however although the probability of a rock reaching the roadway is 
low it is still obviously feasible and careful management of the vegetation is needed 
to provide protection from rockfall hazards. Additional mitigation measures may be 












Figure 4-8: Output from CRSP for current profile at Eureka Bend. 
AP = Analysis Point. Vertical exaggeration 1V: 2.7H. 
4.6 Synthesis 
The rock mechanics testing that was done showed that both the Arthur Marble and 
the Takaka Limestone would be suitable materials to use as fill in the proposed 
reinforced earth embankment, both in terms of strength and durability. They are also 
strong enough to stand in a near vertical face such as the proposed road cutting. 
The kinematic analysis of the available defect data for the current face orientation 
showed that the face is relatively stable in its current setting for all three failure 
modes tested, planar, toppling and wedge. However the rockfall analysis that was 
done using CRSP indicated that Eureka Bend is currently susceptible to rockfall 
hazards therefore mitigation measures will need to be considered in any design 
proposals put forward regarding the widening of the corner. 
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Chapter 5 
Engineering Geology Assessment 
5.1 Introduction 
This chapter addresses design considerations relevant to the widening of Eureka 
Bend. If the geometric realignment of Eureka Bend goes ahead as proposed in 
Option 2 the turning radius of the corner will be increased to 15 m which will entail a 
cut of 23 m (in plan) from the current apex of the corner. This new alignment will 
allow a B-train to negotiate the corner without having to cross the centreline. 
Naturally, the steep topography is a cause of concern as any new cut will create a 
much higher cut face, which then presents new challenges regarding water control, 
rock mass stability, and rock fall hazard mitigation. One of the main aims of this 
project was to create a feasible design for the proposed widening of Eureka Bend. 
Two different designs have been created to address the issues involved with the 
expected high cut faces. Design 1 involves a single 23 m high cut batter set at an 
angle of 4V : 1 H while Design 2 employs an intermediate bench at a height of 15 m 
which acts to lower the individual height of the batters to no more than 15 m each. It 
to will use a batter angle of 4V : 1 H. 
5.2 Slope Design 1 
5.2.1 Design 
Design 1 adapts a cut batter set at an angle of 4V : 1 H (76°) for the full height of the 
cut with no intermediate benching. Figure 5-1 shows how the cut batter at an angle 
of 76° creates a cut face 25 m high. The top of the cut is tapered into the angle of 
the original ground to reduce the risk of rockfall from the top of the slope. A rock 
fence would be placed at the top of the slope to provide protection to the roadway 
below from rockfall hazards originating above the cut. 
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Figure 5-1: Cross section throu gh proposed Eureka Bend widening showing Design 1 features. 
5.2.2 Volume of Materia l Generated 
Figure 5-2 shows an approximate area of material that will be excavated from the 
face adjacent to Eureka Bend. The volume of excavated material was calculated to 
be approximately 8000 m3 by breaking the shape down into it's geometric 
components and calculating their area multiplied by the height of the cut. 
Figure 5-2: Approximate extent of the Design 1 cut required for the wid ening of Eureka 
Bend. 
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5.2.3 Rock Mass Stability 
From the rock strength assessment done on the Takaka Limestone in Section 4.2.1 it 
has been calculated that the rock is strong enough to stand at 76° to a critical height 
of 1500 m+ if no discontinuities are considered. The stability assessment done on 
the face -in Section 4.4 also indicates that the face is stable in its current setting 
because of the wide spacing and orientation of observed defects in road batter. 
Therefore, the limestone will be able to stand safely in a 25 m cut face providing 
presently undisclosed adverse discontinuities are not encountered as the excavation 
progresses. The biggest issue for a slope this high will be the joint release of small 
blocks due to weathering processes, assuming no penetrative joints daylight the cut 
face. Mitigation meausres are discussed in Section 5.2.3. 
However, as the exact conditions behind the current face are unknown without 
drilling or other investigations it is not possible to determine the proposed cut face's 
stability with regards to jointing and bedding defects. 
Grout 
Friclion Brake 




Figure 5-3: Design details of a woven wire-rope rock catch fence. 
(From Wyllie and Norrish, 1996) 
5.2.4 Rockfall Mitigation 
For Design 1 a 3 m high rock catch fence will need to be built at the top of the face to 
catch and prevent any large rocks from falling onto the road below. The suggested 
fence is a woven wire-rope fence which are nets with high-energy absorption 
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capacity constructed with woven wire-rope mesh or ring mesh (Figure 5-3; Norrish 
and Wyllie, 1996). Tests have shown that they are capable of stopping rocks with 
impact energies of 3000 kJ without sustaining too much damage (Smith and Duffy, 
1990 and Duffy and Haller, 1993). This equates to a rock weighing 3000 kg travelling 
at a velocity of 23 m/s (Wyllie and Norrish, 1996). 
This type of fence would be best suited at this location as there is the potential for 
large boulders to be released from the highly fractured Arthur Marble further upslope. 
The fence would be built on a berm 2 m from the top of the cut face. The berm acts 
to increase the height of the fence as well as a ditch for rocks to accumulate in 
without them leaning on the fence, which has the potential to reduce the 
effectiveness of the fence. Machinery can then be brought in to clear the ditch 
whenever rocks start to fill it, which lowers the risk of the fence becoming 
compromised. Figure 5-4 shows the likely rockfall hazard related to the design 
presented above. Before a rock catch fence is installed 12 of the 500 rocks released 
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Figure 5-4: Output from CRSP for the Design 1 profile. 
a. is without a rock catch fence and b. has a rock catch fence and the head of the cut face. Vertical 
exaggeration= 2.7V: 1H. Boulders simulated are spherical and have 1 m diameter. 
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Depending on the stability of the cut face itself, various other mitigation measures will 
also have to be taken such as rock reinforcement and rock removal. Following Wyllie 
and Norrish (1996) these could include rock reinforcement. 
• Rock bolting of potentially loose rocks using tensioned bolts. 
• Rock dowels - reinforced steel drilled into underlying rock installed to provide 
passive shear resistance to sliding and are used to support slab of rock 1 m to 
2m thick. 
• Shotcrete - good for protecting closely fractured or degradable rock. Drain 
holes must be drilled through the shotcrete to reduce build up of water. 
• Shot in place buttresses - blasting of a failure surface to increase the friction 
angle. 
And rock removal. 
• Resloping and unloading zones of rock that may be degraded making them 
rockfall hazards. 
• Trimming - controlled blasting of overhanging rocks on a cut face. 
• Scaling - is the removal of loose rock, soil and vegetation from the face 
usually by hand. 
5.3 Slope Design 2 
5.3.1 Design 
Design 2 differs from Design 1 because it incorporates an intermediate bench into 
the design. The batter angle will still be at 4V : 1 H (76°), but a 6 m wide bench has 
been included at a height of 15 m, see Figure 5-5. This will reduce the height of 
individual cut batters, provide a drainage berm above the road, increase stability and 
safety of the cutting, and allow for easier maintenance. The 6 m width was chosen 
because it means that the bench would be wide enough for machinery to access it to 
remove any debris that may be accumulating. The bench itself will have a gradient of 
~5° into the hill which will act to channel surface runoff into a surface drain that will be 
built against the cut batter at the back of the bench. This drain will prevent water 
penetrating into the rock mass of the cut, thus increasing pore water pressures and 
potentially increasing the likelihood of instability. The-gradient will also act to hold the 
layer of aggregate used for lowering the normal coefficient of restitution in place. 
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Figure 5-5: Cross section through proposed Eureka Bend widening showing Design 2 features . 
As with Design 1, the volume of material to be excavated was calculated by breaking 
the shape down into it geometric components and ca lculating their area multiplied by 
the height of the cut. For Design 2 the volume that will need to be excavated is 
approximately 12 000 m3 , which is a 50% increase on Design 1. Figure 5-6 shows 
the extent of the cut proposed for Design 2. 
Figure 5-6: Approximate extent of the Design 2 cut requ ired for the widening of Eureka Bend . 
Adapted from GHD, 2007. 
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5.3.2 Rock Mass Stability 
As mentioned in Section 5.2.2 the critical height for the limestone based on the UCS 
values obtained from point load testing is 1500 m+ without considering 
discontinuities. Therefore it will be able to stand at 76° in the profile shown for 
Design 2- if similar discontinuities to the ones encountered in Section 4.4 are found. 
5.3.3 Rockfall Mitigation 
The rockfall mitigation measures that will be used for Design 2 are similar to Design 1 
including the use of a rock catch fence and rock reinforcement and removal where 
needed. The addition of the intermediate bench to the design means that a greater 
level of protection can be offered against rockfall hazards, as the bench can be 
covered in a 0.5 m to 1 m thick layer of crushed limestone, which lowers the normal 
coefficient of restitution which in turn acts to prevent rocks bouncing off the bench 
and onto the road below (Richards et al,. 2001 ). Figure 5-7a & b. shows the 
difference between a bench without a low normal coefficient of restitution compared 
with one covered in shingle with a low value. The bench without shingle allows 3% of 
rocks to reach the road, while the one with shingle on it allows less then 1 % (details 
in Appendix 4 ). 
To further increase the protection a 3 m high rock catch fence can be built on the 
outside of the bench. Figure 5-7c. shows how the rock catch fence effectively stops 
all rocks from impacting the road. The only problem is rocks launching off the top of 
the cutting and bypassing the intermediate bench entirely, however the probability of 
this is very low. The bench has been designed to be 6 m wide as it will allow 
machinery to access it to clear accumulating rock. 
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Figure 5-7: Output from CRSP for Design 2. 
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a. No shingle on bench. b. Shingle placed on intermediate bench. c. Installation of 3 m high rock 
catch fence (bench has layer of shingle on it). 
5.4 Water Control 
Drainage or water control measures are one of the most important mitigation 
techniques that can be used when attempting to stabilise a potentially unstable slope, 
because they reduce the pore pressure which if left will reduce the effective stress 
and potentially cause the slope to fail (Terzaghi et al.,. 1996). Both subsoil and 
surface drainage techniques can be used to remove the influence of water on slope 
stability. 
For both designs the water control measures would be relatively similar. Both will 
have subhorizontal drains installed in the face as seepage was recorded during the 
scanline survey. Surface drainage ditches above the face and toe drains at the base 
will also be included. Details are as follows: 
• Surface drainage - on potentially unstable slopes and during construction 
projects diversion ditches and intercept drains can be used to intercept surface 
water and divert it into controlled channels away from the areas at risk. The 
presence of surface water on the slope can increase the erosion and lead to an 
increased tendency for small-localised failures (Holtz and Schuster, 1996). 
Surface water may also infiltrate the head of slope, which could lead to increased 
pore water pressures within the slope, and a higher risk of slope failure or 
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landslide reactivation (Terzaghi et al., 1996). Figure 5-8 shows how surface 
interceptor drains can be installed above the face to prevent water infiltrating the 
slope and toe drains below the slope to stop water infiltrating the road base, as 
will be used for both Design 1 & 2. For Design 2 there will also be a surface drain 
installed on the inside of the bench. This will be designed to collect any water 
from the bench and divert it away thus preventing it from infiltrating the rock mass. 
Figure 5-8: Use of surface interceptor drains, subhorizontal drains and toe drains to 
increase slope stability. 
(From Holtz and Schuster, 1996) 
• Subhorizontal drains - will be used because seepage was detected in the face. 
They are a very common technique used for slope stabilisation. They are 
typically drill holes 120 to 150mm installed at a gradient of 2° to 5° from the 
horizontal (see Figure 5-8). The holes are then fitted with perforated pipe that 
allows water to be drawn away from the slope (Holtz and Schuster, 1996). They 
are a very good means of reducing the volume of water within a face and thus 
reducing pore water pressures. This is an important consideration in the design 
of the cut batters due to their height. 
5. 5 Synthesis 
Table 5-1 below summarises the features of both designs, and even though Design 2 
creates more excavated material it is the recommended design because it is 
expected to have better long-term stability than Design 1. The rockfall mitigation 
measures and drainage will be easier to maintain thus reducing long term 
maintenance costs. 
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Table 5-1: Summary of features for Design 1 & 2 proposed for the widening of Eureka Bend. 
Design# Height Volume Long Term Stability Rockfall Mitigation Drainage Measures Advantages 
Excavated 
Design 1 25 m 8000 m3 Should remain Rock catch fence at • Surface drain at top of • Less material to 
standing at 76° top of face. face. excavate. 
indefinitely. 
• Toe drain at base of • Less expensive 
batter. • Creates fill for the 
• Subhorizontal drain in engineered earth 
the face to remove embankment. 
seepage. 
Design 2 15m 12 000 rn3 Inclusion of . Rock catch fence • Surface drain at top of ~ Likely to be more 
intermediate bench on the outside of face. stable long term than 
lowers individual the intermediate • Toe drain at base of Design 1 batter heights, thus bench. batter. • More effective rockfall increasing overall . Layer of shingle on mitigation measures stability and access bench to control • Surface drain on inside 
to faces. of intermediate bench. compared to Design 1. rock bounce. • Creates fill for the • Subhorizontal drain in 
both faces (above and engineered earth 
below intermediate embankment. 
bench) to remove 
seepage. 
Disadvantages· 
• Weathering of cut face 
may result in small 
rocks falling onto road. 
• Large exposed face, 
open to erosional 
processes. 
• Rock catch fence 
difficult to maintain due 
to location. 
• Hard to put in 
horizontal drain at 
height. 
A larger volume of 
material must be 
excavated due to the 
bench. 
Greater cost because 
of this as there may be 
too much fill for the 
engineered earth 
embankment meaning 
that some will have to 
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Chapter 6 
Summary and Conclusions 
6. 1 Project Objectives 
The primary objective of this project has been to carry out a detailed Engineering 
Geology assessment of Eureka Bend to identify and evaluate geotechnical 
considerations in widening of the cut. A secondary objective has been to further 
assess overall rock mass behaviour in the limestone, and the suitability of excavated 
materials for use as engineered fill. 
6.2 Field Investigations 
Various investigations were carried out during the field component of this project to 
assist in the assessment of the limestone 'block' adjacent to Eureka Bend. These 
included: 
• Thorough site walk over and inspection of relevant outcrops, 
• Detailed geological mapping of the zone in question, and, 
• A geophysical survey using ground penetrating radar (GPR) to determine 
continuity of the limestone and the relationship of the 'block' to limestone 
further to the north. 
A review of relevant literature including reports by both GHD and MWH was also 
conducted to gain a better insight into the processes operating at Eureka Bend. 
Rock mechanics testing and computer modelling of stability and rockfalls was also 
carried out back in Christchurch. 
6.3 Principal Conclusions 
Conclusions regarding the geological and geotechnical setting of Eureka Bend are: 
• The steep terrain coupled with the geology of Eureka Bend means that without 
remediation it will continue to be susceptible to slope failures, including deep-
seated failures, shallow landslides, planar failures along bedrock surfaces, 
rockfalls and slumps within the reading fill. Any ground rupture on the 
adjacent Pisagh Fault may also create geotechnical concerns. 
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• The limestone 'block' adjacent to Eureka Bend is not in-situ and has probably 
rotated into position after a cavity was formed beneath it due to the dissolution 
of the limestone. Field observations of the 'block' suggest that its dimensions 
are 60 m x 25 m, with depth presently unknown due to lack of subsurface 
data. 
• The marble on top of the block has probably been deposited by a block slide 
(or slides) along a planar failure surface. A slab of marble has most likely 
detached from above the Pisagh Fault zone and slid down to its current 
location. The appearance of steps in the marble indicates either several 
blocks or the break up of a single block. 
• GPR results suggest that the traverse that was surveyed is likely to be in the 
in-situ limestone, and not part of the 'block' because of the presence of 
parallel joints and possible bedding planes seen in the results. The GPR 
profile shows bedding and jointing in an intact rock mass with little or no 
dilation. 
• Rock strength testing of limestone and marble taken from the face adjacent to 
Eureka Bend indicated that the rippability of the material would be from 
'extremely hard ripping' through to 'blasting required'. The point load results 
converted to equivalent UCS values indicate that the material would have the 
required strength for use as fill in an engineered earth embankment. 
• Slake durability testing proved that both the limestone and the marble would 
be suitably durable for use as fill in the engineered earth embankment. 
• Kinematic analysis of defects in the current cut face orientation at Eureka 
Bend yielded results that suggested that it is stable and not prone to planar, 
wedge or toppling failures. No analysis of proposed alignments could be done 
because it is not known how penetrative the discontinuities seen at the road 
are. 
• Rockfall modelling suggests that the road at Eureka Bend is susceptible to 
rockfall hazards originating from the slopes above the proposed cut face. 
Rockfalls sourced from the cut face itself are considered unlikely given 
adequate scaling during construction because joints are widely spaced and 
the limestone has high intact strength. 
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• Two designs for cut batters were identified. One involved a single 25 m high 
cut face, while the other included an intermediate bench at a height of 15 m. 
Design 2 was chosen as the preferred option because the addition of the 
intermediate bench is likely to provide a more stable cut face for long-term 
stability. The bench also creates easier access for construction and 
maintenance, and provides a more competent rockfall mitigation measure .. 
6.4 Further Work 
Further investigations need to be conducted at Eureka Bend to clearly indentify the 
extent of the limestone 'block'. 
• Presently the dense vegetation on prevents accurate assessment. To gain a 
better understanding of the 'block' dimensions, all vegetation and topsoil will 
have to be removed so that a detailed assessment can be conducted. 
• Two sub-horizontal drill holes :550 m long should be completed to establish a 
better understanding of the lithologies and defect orientations within the 
'block'. 
• Normal stability analysis procedures should follow the generation of new data 
from drilling and additional surface investigations. 
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Geological and Geotechnica l Investigation of Eureka Bend, Takaka Appendix 1 
Appendix 1 
MWH Borehole and Test Pit Logs 
1. MWH Borehole Logs 




MWH New Zealand Ltd
LOG OF CORED BOREHOLE
Client: Transit New Zealand 









NQ See Geotechmcal Site Plan 
Logged: 
Checked: 



































i- 1.9 Cl 
t::2.0 i7'"> 
f'.'.2.1 :s f= 2.2 .,:_ GP­























4 7 �� CL 
�;:! l_==J 
§ so �-.-'-1
Borehole Diameter: Inclination: 90 deg Bearing: Datum: 
Material Description 
Clayey f.m.c. GRAVEL, light grey, dry, Well rounded gravels. Road base FILL containmg typical 
Takaka river gravels of predominantly greywacke, schist and quartzite clasts. 
Clayey f.m.c, GRAVEL. with some, boulder: dark brown. wet, FILL containing mixed dasts of 
limestone and marble. 
Gravelly CLAY. light greenish brown, wet. medium plasticity, Gravels are subangular to subrounded, 









1 C -7'I , c'' L-7 
O') ! I �;; r§7 II 
,..... 8 [ 
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({l))MWH MWH New Zealand Ltd LOG OF CORED BOREHOLE 
MWHNZLtd 
Client Transit New Zealand 
Project: Eureka Bend lands.lip 
Drilling Melhod: Location: 
NO See Geotechnrcal Site Plan 

























f'.: �B ,_ b.9 
�il ��t









�e-- 8,1 t-a.2 -
Es.3 
Borehole Diameter. lnciination: 90 deg Bearing: 
Material Description 
Silty CLAY, witri some, f, Qf1lvel: yellowish brown. "°-et 
ta,4 ..l...., Slightlyv.-eathered !ight grey LIMESTONE,strong 
1-s.5 ::C: C8.6 



























Moderately weathered light yelklwish bro'Wn LIMESTONE. moderately strong 
JVOID 
I 
Moderately weathered light yeUowish brown LIMESTONE, moderataly strong 
I 
Ncle!.: 
Job No: Z1057102 













lllfflin1�, Cont.:!ct DI -40 
, ....... ., .... _,.,,"'dreulahan�!.:; downwtitdS. I 
I 
Ct>ars:o Fanoe lim11-stcm<>, 
Ft�v:r::i� 
,wey(Sh\,:!hU-y��::,J 
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i MWHNZLtd Sheet 3of4 
Client: Transit New Zealand Started: 12109106 




NQ See Geotechnical Site Plan 
Logged: IRW 
Checked: 
SPT blows n denotes solid cone jEquipmentType: 


























!--12.7 j I !EiH







































Moderately weathered light yellowish brown LIMESTONE. moderately strong (continued) 
VOID 
Moderately �v-�_fl.th� -ty_e_![gy.tlsh bro',_Vfl_�_l_�1_!;_STONE.,. rr,()_Q� strong 
VOID 
Moderately weathered light yellowish brown LIMESTONE. moderately strong 
LONer conlacl w�h grey 
jsughtly weathered hghl grey LIMESTONE. strong \
nmestone al 30  
Lo.,;or contact with 
moao-ra1etywealhernd yell01M!>h brown Umeslomi 
at-44 deg� 
·Moderately weathered ye!!owish brown LIMESTONE, moderately strong 
Slightly weathered llght grey LIMESTONE. strong 
Moderately weathered light yellowish brown LIMESTONE, moderately strong 
S!lghtly weathered llght grey LIMESTONE, strong 
Lc,werc011toctwil.h 
yellowish br= Limestone 
al20 degrees 
Ler.Yer contact y,'ll.h grey 
limestone al 30 degreos. 
� ii I �t:;:� 16.9 17,0 '7 
Nows· Orlllct:CWMrii;a 
,11\\ MWH New Zealand Ltd Joo No: 21057102 
1 
� MW H LOG OF CORED BOREHOLE HOie No: BH 1 
MWH NZ Ltd Sheet 4 014 
Client Transit New Zealand Started: 12109/06 
Project: Eureka Bencl landslip Finishi!id: 13f09l06 
Drilling Method: Location: Logged: IRW 
NO See Geotechnical Site Plan Ched<ed: 
SPT blows \) denotes solid cone Equipment Type: RL Surface: 
Sorahole Diameter: Inclination: 90 deg Searin9: Datum: 
Material Oescn'ptlon 
] i Ol � 
� �  E B� O,,,,
�IU 
§ i i I � .... , .......... ,.,,..-�,,M-,,J E iti w � oo en "' � ::,:i ::, 
17.2 J.,- Slightly weathered light grey LIMESTONE. strong (continued) 
�
:::C: 

























































































MWH New Zealand Ltd 
LOG OF CORED BOREHOLE 
Client: Transit New Zealand 
Project: Eureka Bend Landslip 
Orill!ng Method: llocation: 








RL Surface: SPT blows n denotes sol!d cone f-j
E _q_wp_m_ e_n _t T_Y_P_•'------ - - - --------+­
i I � � l 
l, i i � I B




















ec, C: 2.0 .C. 
2.1 0 
�2.2 ,�cP­
C2.3 o 61 GC 
� 2.4 !Tc 
t2s �-.,, 
�2.6 ! � 
t-- 2 7 µ' .0 
E2:s �o;; 
E2.9 i:-e 
t;� V; I: 3.2 l:o� 
f=:3.3 i,-,,. r= 3.4 
C3.5 
Borehole Diameter: !ndinauon: 90 deg Bearing: Datum: 
Material Description 
Clayey f.m.c. GRAVEL. Ugh! grey, dry. Well rounded gravels. Road base Fil  containing typical 
Takaka River gravels of predominantly greywacke, seh!st and quartzite ciasls. 
Clayey f.m.c. GRAVEL, with some, boulder, dark brown, wet. FILL containing mixed dasts of 
limestone and marble. 
1- 3.6 
t_ 3.7 Gravelly CLAY. tight greenish brown, v.-et. medium plasticity, Gravels are subangular to subrounded. 
C: 3.8 fmc. FILL containing Pikiklruna Schist clasts. 
! �:� F=3� E�-; ��7 
� CA4 t-=1 
� l: :� i'::'::�:-1 
g 
�
t:4:7 ::;: CL 
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MWH New Zealand Ltd 
LOG OF CORED BOREHOLE 
Oient Transit New Zealand 














NQ See Geotechnical Site Plw 
Loggotl; 1RW 
iChecked. 







� <l:l " "' 0. <.) 
� 3 
Borehole Diameter: Inclination: 90 deg Beanng: jD•tum: 
Matenat Oescripbon 






















� 8.5 Moderately weathered light yellowish brown LIMESTONE. moderately stmng 







§::  f7 jVOlO 
;: 9.6 I ·
i::s.1 
t:9.8 t 







ai'. lsiightly \11.-eathered figh� grey LIMESTONE, strong j 

































i t:;10.2 I 




I I r 10.B 10.9 11.0 I 11.1 11.2 11.3 
0) 
C.D 
{ID)MWH MWH New Zealand Ltd LOG OF CORED BOREHOLE 
MWH NZ Ltd 
Client: Transit New Zealand 
Project: Eureka Berni Landslip 
Drilling Method: Location: 
NQ See Geo1echnical Site Plan 
SPT blows r) denotes solid cone Equipment Type: 
Q 
} 1 g� 




















































r; 16.5 16.6 16.7 
�r .9 .0 
i 0 





Borehole Diameter. Inclination: 90 deg Beanng: 
Material Description 
Moderately weathered yellowish brown LIMESTONE, moderately strong 
Slightly weathered light grey LIMESTONE, strong 
Moderately weathered light ye\lO'Nish brown LIMESTONE, moderately strong 
Terminated at 14.3 m 
Note� I 
Job No: 21057102 
Hole No: BH2 









IJpper c::inttiet wdh grey 
Lomestol\l! dips nl 38 
deg1ee!is.outh.L1rreston.el 




tfl't\ MWH New Zealand Ltd 
Job No: z,057102 � MWH LOG OF CORED BOREHOLE HO!eNo: BH3 
r-..mH NZ Ltd Sheet 1 of 3 
Client TranS1t New Zealsnd Started: 1Sf09i-l)6 
Project: Eureka Band Landslip Fi1lis� 14i09.i"06 
Drilling Method: Locanon: ju,gged: IRW 
NQ See Geotec.tmical Site PIM Cht!ci<ed: 
SPT blows n denotes solid cone Equipment Type: p�l Surioce: 
Borehole Dl3ffieter. lnclinancn: 90 deg Bearing: Datum: 
! Material Description 
!l 0 
ji E �i ��. ,:;, lD - .E: _.._,.,,,,...,,,..,."1�,,-
§ t f g- � 
0 !; -§ Cl => 
t 0.1 � Etayey f.m.c. GRAVEL, light grey. dry. Wei\ rounded gravels. Road base Fill containing lypftal t 0.2 
�
- 11 akaka river gravels of predominantly groywaeke, .schist ai'ld quart:ite clasts. 
i- 0.3 
C: 0.4 • 
























0 12 t3.1 � 
3-4 :S..: 
§= �:; lr-�
3.5 --! I I -3.6 7: ,'-��-�-���---�===�-------------' I t: 3.7 '. !Moderately weathered Hght ynllo'l.-.ish brown LIMESTONE. moderately strong . ! 

















l= 5.6 , 
I i-'-' / 












SBty CLAY. with minor, f. gra,,el: yelfo,nsh brown. we~ low plasticity 
I ! - . -
.. 
j 
<® MWH New Zealand Ltd Job No: 21057102 MWH LOG OF CORED BOREHOLE Hole No: BH3 <® MWH New Zealand Ltd Job No: Z1057l02 MWH LOG OF CORED BOREHOLE Hole No: BH3 
MWH NZ Ltd Sheet: 2 of3 MWHNZLtd Sheet 3of3 
Client: Transit New Zealand Started: 13109!06 Client Transit New Zealand Started: 13.'09.'06 
Project: Eureka Bend Landslip Finished: 14109/06 Project: Eureka Bend Landslip IRnished: l~109i06 
Ori1Hng Method: Location: Logged: IRW Drilling Method: Location: Logged: IRW 
NQ See Geotechnlcal Site Plan Checked: NO See Geotechnical Site Plan Chod<ed: 
SPT blows (~) denotes solid cone Equipment Type: RLSurface: SPT blows r) denotes solid cone Equipment Type: RLSurn>ce: 
Borehole Diameter: Inclination: 90 deg Bearing: Datum: Borehole Diameter: Inclination: 90 deg Searing: Oatu-m: 




~ ! ~-I I .9 u <><II..S..1:ll\.aun,-""4lil>MI 0. 1 ~ "' 1 ~ ll~ "' ::, 
~ .l Ii 
i I ]: ]' i -.2 _st,,,ct,,r,,.:&OG~ i .c 1 "' --c. u~ ~ .g "' ::, 
C 5.8 Moderately weathered light yellowish brown LIMESTONE, moderately strong (continued) 
Upper contact of Limestone t:: 5.9 with Silt)' C1aydlP3al •2 
f=6.0 degre-e-s tti too south. Loss 






~,,.s b ,,.s VOID 














I I ~12.6 ; 12.7 I 12,8 
f:12.9 limest~ hi9hf:r Wl!'~ei 
~13.0 
~,-
13.1 VOID s,3.2 
~13.3 










14.1 Moderately weathered light yellowish brown LIMESTONE. moderatety strong 
14.2 
I ~14.3 ~ 







9.5 Slightly weathered light grey LIMESTONE, strong 
9.6 
Upper conlact d!ps at S2 
d~ to IM south. Lowe 




:::r::: 10.1 Moderately weathered light yellowish brown LIMESTONE, moderately strong 































i ii :~ I ii I j: ll, ... 
MWH New Zealand Ltd 
LOG OF TEST PIT 
Client: Transit New Zealand 
ProJect:Eureka Bend Land•6p 
l.ocalion: 
See Geotethnlcal Site Plan 
Equipment TypeZO tonne Excavator 
Bucket wldm: 
Matsrtal Desoiptlon 
TOPSOIL, blacl.:, moist, Contains organics 









gl-'--'----'---",_i;;...:,__.,__ ______ __J,_.L..J._---,-_....,L_ ___ __j.J.il 
~ NZMS~o~Cl'kll'llltll"ltnc. ~ ~ 
~-~----------------------------...L ___________ _j 
(tl»MWH 
MWH New Zealand Ltd LiabNo: z,osr,02 
LOG OF TEST PIT Hole No: TP1 
MWHNZLl<I Sheet 2of2 
Client T""'5tt New Zeal- Slotted: 
,_ 
Project EUIWI Bend l.andllq, Flmhed: 
,_ 
lnvesllga1ionMelh<Jd: Locafio,,: ogg<d: lll.W 
See Geoteo:hnloal Site Plan Cheeked: 
Equipment Typa?O tonne Ei<<aYator RlSulface: 
Bucket width: Dat\Jm: 
i~ Mlltl!riet De>aipllon j -ts 
__ .,, 
0 (blows/100fflM) 
.!! ] \ 1 ii -= t "l! !' ~ ; li· g .§ s >i!! t l -:a. t "' 
.., 
:~ I 0 !1 1 ----isl "' . ' . . -.. ::, z --
t:,, R: cc ~ltyCLAY,yellomohgreen,moist.low 
~ 
J... ~ 
...: plasticlly (comi""""! .... 
-"-'-
µ.., Umestone e~ on the upslope face tom 
I-' surface to 4.10m. Umestone e-pc,$8d on the _..., ,.,..,,.,.ofDit. 
Terminated atoil.i m' 
" -
" -., I"' 




t- •.Q 1..: .... 
1 ... ....... 
1--S.1 ,.i ... ls.i ... ... IU 
... s, .. 
I- 5.'5 ls.s 
I- 5.6 •• 
S.7 1s.. ...... lu -... •• 




u ...: ... . .. 
~ ,.1 I ,i ... I...: ...... 
:: ... I..;: 
~,_. , ... 
r a 12 ·,.i 
I 
r~ i ' ~j I ,, I 1 I 75 i ! I I 
1'0JSM30.'lllflFJ:I~ NQ!ef.: - I 5 ii .,__ ______________ __,!, ______ _j 
«ID MWH MWH New Zealand Ltd JobNo; Z1057102 LOG OF TEST PIT HoleNo: TP2 
MWHNZLld Sheet: 1 of1 I 
CC})MWH 
MWH New Zealand Ltd JabNo; Z,051102 
LOG OF TEST PIT HoJaNo; TP3 
MW'HNZLtd - , o1, Ctient: Translt New Zealand Started: 13/09/06 ! Client Transit NewZealaffli S'Olm!d: ,_ 
Project: Eureka Bene Landslip F-,ished: 13/09/06 jPn:,jectEu- Bend t.andstip Rrished: 
,_ 
Investigation Method: Location: Logged: IRW lnve&igation Method: Location: Logged: IRW 
See Geotechnical Slle Plan Cheeked: See Geotecmical Site Plan Ched<ect 
Equipment Type:20 tonne Excavator RLSUrface: Equioment T)'P&!(l 1onne Exca,,_ RLSu!lace: 
Buc:ketwiclth: Datum: Bucket\Wltt,: Oal\Jm: 
le- Material Description C j comments Scala Penetration 
ii Jl ]i ¼ 1 
(blows/100mm) 
I ~ .. ~ g -" 1 s ,e t l .:;, i i {/) i~ " i --==-.......... i! (/) . . . . " Q M :, e 
l:::-- Material Description j - --on C i (bloWS11\10mml t ~~ I ]i I §I E E E ~i :l ~ I I t ., u ~ ·i -. ........... --"ii.S i t :, - ~ ' . . . . ... w TOPSOIL, black, moj&~ COntalns organics oi 1-0.l ,~·-~ 
,_u o.i 
::u ::: .. Silty CLAY, yellowish brown. moist, low o.i " - plasticity 
~ O.• s: ..: ...... P.: o.i 
D.6 R •• ' oi OJ' P.: •• .;: ... s ,.;: ,. ~ ,.;: ,., s: ,i 
~1.2 
~ 
,,;: ... ,.i 1-1.3 s ... ,.: t--1,ol 
t:u ~ CL· ,,;: 
s: Ml. ,..: ,- ,. 
o., -~; -moiSt co.tam a,ganlcs ..;: 
_a,: P- =Y,)ellowlshbrown.moist.low 0.:,, _ .. R ..;: .. ~ ... .. R 3 •• ~ .. , CL· •• R Mt ... ~ 
~ 
,., R ,., ::: ... 
u ·-,. s 
,, a., 
u ~"' .;;" Sll!yCI.AY. dad< greenish brown, - ll>W , ... 
:...,,,._ :::J limestone e,rposed at base 01 gau. \.oUllmct ,i 1,-a140-~totna-·-. 
,-1.1' ~ ,i t:u 
~ 
,i 
,., -, ... 
~ .to ~ I..: 
~2.1 s lz.i 
1.1 ennirlated at 1.6 m ,;: 
, .. ....: ... ,i ,- 13 ... 2..: ...... 
:: ;2.1 f;:.;: 
,-2.2 ~ 1:u -., s: ,., ,.. 
R u ,., 
R 
, .. .. ,.. 
2., P.: ,i ,. =- ..: 
i ~ .AIL 
Silty CLAY. dark graenish brown, wet, low 2.i ..... ~••stlcltv 
i:..a..__ :'.::I Limestone e,cposea at base of pit contact with ..: - i()vorlylng SIity Clay dips at 44 degrees 10 the -11 Onuth. lu 
l.2 
Termtnatea at 3 m lu 
1' ,.. 
,, ,.;: 
::a.s ' ,..: ... , .. _ .. 











~ 2.7 .. ,., ·~ ! l!.9 >.!. 
s ~· ..: 
'i i-l.1 lu: 
i 
,-
In ..,u - :,,i ii " ... ..: ,, [>.i ::l.e , .. 
... ~, ,i .. -
NZM$Maoandp,1d,.__ ·- I- N2MS.Mllpfflci,gridrefefMca, _, I-
((D}MWH 
MWH New Zealand Ltd JobNo: 21057102 
LOG OF TEST PIT HaleNo: TP4 
MWHNZLIO Sheet: 1 of"1 
((D} MWH 
MWH New Zealand Ltd I.Job No: Z105710Z 
LOG OF TEST PIT HoloNo: TPS 
MWHNZl.to Sheel: 1 of2 
Cllent: Transit New Zealand Started: 13/0ll/06 Client Tnmlt New Zealond - -Pto]ect: Eureka Bend Landslip Fin- 13/0llltJ6 PtojectEun!lolBendl.andaip Firished: -Investigation Melllod: Location: t..oggea: IRW tnvatigation Melllod: Location: oggod: IRW 
See Geotechnlcal sue Plan Chec:l<ad: 
See Geote<hnloal Site Plan Checkad: 
Equipment TypeZO tonne Exoavator RLSulfaat: EquipmentTyptl!O tanne Excavator RLSu!lza: 
Buckel width: DalUm: Bucketwid1h: Datum; 
i., Material Descnpdon Q t camments ---Ion (blowsl100mm) i cl! i .. ] 1 =:ii E ~I g .!! ir ! l f t i <I) I ~ :~ 0 i! e <I) 8 ~ -.. ~- . ' . . . .. "~ .. ::, 
Ii 
Materiel c..a,p11on j ...,._IS 5cala Patention Q (bl"""'100mffl) 
l =:sa i E i i i I Cw g I ii l l t :'.! I I -5.e ., ; -----•-a...,__, ' . . . .. "~ ::, E -
,-0.1 -~ Black, moist, Contains 0<9ames OJ. 
>-°' ~ 
Sllty CLAY I yellowish brown, moist. low oi 
i- s: plastle,1y ai 1-"-3 
i-




...... ;.:: lo.a I- o.i i- tli 
•• ~ loi 
" .;: " ::tand)' .m.c. 1.it(A\ft:1., ~tn some. silt: and, ., clay: yellowiSh bn>wn, p,oy, moist The IOI> ... 
0,2m of fin Is donse wllile "9 undellyi~ fit is ., loose and consisl:s of river grawls.. •i 
-·· a.: .. .. 
•• • • .., oi 




i- ,~ ... 
I- ,_;: 1-1., 
,....,.2 ,.i 
i- ,., ,.i 
" , .. I-,.~ ,.i 
I-
R~ ,.ii I-" t:,.1 R ,i ... , .. .,_u ;:: I- ,.i 1-1.l!' 
t: :.o ""'!S u ~~ 
I- Z.1 R lu: 
i- s: lu 1-2.2 I- lu ,-2.3 R ... ~. I...: 
,., s: 12-i 
i- ~· ~ l:i 
2.7 ~ i,.;: ,. G , .. 




1, ,.i: r :::r Limestone exposed at bOttom of pit. Contact ~ W2- ..11- at 58 dMrees 10 the S""•lh ,i • - Terminated al 3.2 m :u § _,., 
I 








I= 12 ~ Sitty CLAY.~--• moist. low plasticity 
'3 ~ i '·' I .. -~ , .. 
~ ,., 
~ 1.7 





"" ~ 1..: ., ~ la .... 
~C.- lu: 
2.5 § 'L 1...: ... . .: 
2.7 
~ iu ,..,, ,i 
I ""'u ~ ,.;: 
6 
_u ~ ,.,;: q "'' ~-~ 11! 




i 2:: , .. S" ,.: ll/ ,.. u >-i 
~ I- Mr •• ~ 1-- -f-3.7 ~ lu 
i~ I,; 
N?MSMXlaru!ta"dRl«nSIU ..... I-
e MWH MWH New Zealand Ltd !Jab No: Z1057102 LOG OF TEST PIT !HoleNc: TP5 
MWHNZLld !Sheet: 2of2 
e MWH New Zealand Ltd Job No: Z105l'102 MWH LOG OF TEST PIT Ho1eNo: TP6 
MWHNZLtd Sheet 1 of1 
Cllent Transit New Zealand Slarted: 281lJSJ06 Client Transit New Zeala,d - 28.'D9,06 Pn>Ject:Eureka B<w1d Landslip Finished: 28/09J06 Pn>jed:Eu!oh Bend landslip Firished: 28I09lll6 
Investigation Method: Location: LOgged: IRW lnvestlgalionMelhod: IJ)Cation: ogged: IRW 
See Geotedmical Site Plan Chec>ed: See Geotecm;ca1 Site Plan en-. 
Equipment TypQO tonne Excavator RL&Jlface: EqulpmentTypotO tonne e.ca..,or R!.SUrlllce: 
Bucket width: Oaium: BuCl<et width: Dal!Jm: 
r. MaterlalDesorlpllon ,8 comments ScalaPenetnrtlon 0 (blow$/100mm) 
I 
g t "' .!i -~ 8 !!i j E i ~~ i I 
it' t i t ., e == " _, ______ ., . . . . .. -5.s "' :::, E - , "~ 
ii' Materiol Desc,jption " 
__ ..., 
0 1 - (bl-100mm) .!i -~ t :ii l I~ z E I :t ! it' l! ! t .. " i 0 1 I! "' ------ •• ' . . " .. ~ .. :::, -· 
19 ~ CL Sllty ClAY, yelowish brown, mol$1, low ,.;: .,.: plaoticity rc:ontinueoJ 
, .• ""'!. ,_;: 
., isanc,yf.m.c. GRAVEL.-some,silt:and, ..,, 1c1ay: greyish-. m<ist 
02 i.;: 
-'-'-µ S&ghUy weatheffld wNUsh yenow LIMESTONE. ..;: ~"'"" u 
1.., 
•2 Terminated at 4. 1 m . .,,., ,.i 
•.. ,..: 
.. ... 
_.._µ ~yelh>Mshwhi!e ... ----•• 5m oi .. •i ., ,.,: ..• ...: ,~ ,.: 
,., .i •• u ,., ~.: ·~ ,;;: ·~ ,,;: ·1,, ,..,, 
5.0 .~ - u ,.;: ., ,,;: 1.3 ,.i .. s.i -1A , ... 
., ti 1~ ,..: 
,., s.i: 1.6 ,a 
,., si 1.-:- -1.!. .. si u ,,;: .. •z u 1.i ... s.i: ,~ ,i ... ,i '-' :u 
6.0 ...: ,., ,r .. , ,,;: 2.3 ,.i 
u . .: ... ,.;: 
., .;: 2' ,..: 
u o.i: .. . .: 
.. , ,.;: ,., ,.:: .. 6.L '-' -u. ., ,.;: ,., ...: 
u ...: _JJ) ,.: 
•• .,;: ~ 3.1 ..;:: 
_7.CI ,..: - ...: _.., 
- '1.1 ,.i: - --" .,. :1.2 1.i : 3.4 ....: 
... 7~ ,.r ,...,.. ,;;: 
.,_1.4 ,i ... lu -,. 
~7.5 , .. ~3.,1 I,; 
~. ,_c -.. , __ 
NZMSMl!.pandgr,d,.,.,,_ Notn; I co,-. NZMSl.boandp~ -- I-
(Ul) MWH New Zealand Ltd JobNo: Z1057102 MWH LOG OF TEST PIT HOleND: TP7 
MWHNZL!d Sheet: 1 ol1 
(Ul) MWH New Zealand Ltd LiobNo: Z1057102 MWH LOG OF TEST PIT ~•No: TPI 
MWHNZL!d Sheet 1 ol1 
Client: Transit New Zeal~ S!arted: 28/09/06 Client: TraMit New Zoal.,,. ~: -Pn>Ject:Eureka 8and Lands6p l'lnished: 28/09/06 Pnljeot: Eu!eko Bond Landstip fmi$hed: 28I09I06 
Investigation Me1hod: Location: LOgged: IRW ln,....;gationMelho<:: l..ocatlcn: Logged: 1RW 
See Geotechnicel Site Plan Checked: 
See Geotechnkill Slte Plan Ctieel<ed: 
Equipment Type?O tonne Excavator RLSurface: EQl.dpmootTyp,i!Omn•E><- !Rl.&llface: 
Budcel width: Oatum: Budoll-: Datum: 
l- Material Description 
C Scala Penetralion 
0 1 comments (lllows/100mm) I -~ i I I c:s, & j ~j e .!! I "' I il ,~ i i <.) ---==:---a! .g "' . ' . . . .. "~ .. .. ::, 
1::- Materi•I Oeocnpllo'1 .ii comments --tiOl1 C 1 (bl-, l)m,n) s -.!:§ t i t ='.ji j I ~~ & t l// i ! l I "' t i t= !;l ---=.::.,,~ .s, ::, 8 ' . . . ft "~ 
- sandy f.m.c. GRAVEL with some, slit and, loi _a,, day: broom, grey, moist. A layer of placed fine -... sand at 1.20m below lower drain pfpa. 1 ... 
,.. 5andy f.m.c. GRAVEi., """' some, silt; and, ..;: 1-0.1 clay: grey.-· moist 
::0.2 ..;: 
...... lo.i 
t- •• t- •• 
o.s lo.i 
- ... - .. 
,.. ., .;: 
I- ... -.. ::,.. ~ SiltyCLAY. yell<>'Msl1 bn>wn, moist, low ...: plasliclly 
::o.e s: ..: - ., .;: 
_ ... ... 
- .. ~ SIity CLAY, yellowish brown, moist. low •• plaslldty ,., s:: ,.ii: 
_ 1., ~ 
,.;: 
- u 1.2 - S:CL· ,.i _ 1.3 ,_ ML 
- l,• r- ,..: - s:: ,..: _ 1,s 
t- ~7 ~a.-
..;: 
I- •i I- •• s: Ml 
t- oi i,...0,9 
~ I-,. ,.: 
u 2- ,_;: 
::..u_:::::i ~~~~~,!_"l'ow;<sllwhi!e ,r 
" 
Tenninated st , ~ m ,i 
~1.,& , . .;: 
t- ,i _u 
- ;:~ ,_;;: - " : , ... -1.t. 
:..,,._::I Highly weathered yellowish white LIMESTONE. ,..: weak - Terminated at 1.8 m ,.i - ,. 
~ 1.~ ,_.;;: 
r--1.1' j t-
i,...1,9 
t- ,i ~u 
:2.0 2li :: :.0 ,.: 
- ., u: - ., ,;: 
- ,;: - ,, ,., ,;: 
- ,.;:: - ., ::2.:i .;: 
- .. .;;: .... 2.<11 ~.: 
_.u ,..: - ,. ,..: 
- ,.;;: _ Z.li .. . .:
:n ,.i: l2.1 u: 
_ :n1 .;: .. ,;: 
- ,.;: _u ,.. ,.;: 
- iii:. ,, , .. ,ii: 
:3.1 ,.;: ~· ,_;: - ...: - :,:, "' .;: - u: _l.3 - >3 ,;: 
::s."' .;;: ::s..- ...: 
,..,.. ..:-
I- ,.: _ .. t- J.5 •• I- .. -.. 
:: 3.7 lu :: 3-1 ,i -.. L- -. C 
NZMSf.bpMd9'il:ltdll"el'lee - I- N1.M$W..lll'ldgril:ltffll'llnOII _,, I---
(D})MWH 
MWH New Zealand Ltd 
LOG OF TEST PIT 
MWHNZLIO 
Cllent: Tnanslt New Zealand 
Profect:Eureka Bend Lanclsfip 
Investigation Method: !Location: 
SltePlan 





s -, I I t m:g l ; CM g ,;-~e .!I 
l ~:.. -! ! 1 




... R Sitty CLAY. yellowish brown. moist. low plasticity 
•• s: 




13 s: , .• 
~CL-,., - ML 
" s: ,:: P.: 
u R: ,., P.: ,. s: ., 
,, ;:~ 
,., s: .. a .. 
_,_._:::i Slightly weathered yellcwish white JMESTONE s-~-.. 









.... " ... 









t comments SC:alaPenetration (blowsl100mm) s 
-a 










































MWH New Zealand Ltd 
LOG OF TEST PIT 
LDcadon: ---Plan 
Silty f.m.c. GRAVEL. - some, day; grey. 
bl'OWn, moist 
comments 





MWH New Zealand Lid JobNo: Z1057102 
LOG OF TEST PIT HoleNo: TP11 
MWHNZLtd Sheet: 1 of1 
Client: Transit New Zealand Sla!ted: 28/09/06 
PIOject: Eu,eka Bend Landslip Finished: 28/09/06 
Investigation Method: Location: Logged; IRW 
See Geotechnical Site Plan Chect<ed: 
Equipment Type?() tonne Excavator RLSulface: 
Bucket wtdth: OalUm: 
l- Material Description 0 t comments Scala Penetration (blows/100mm) I _,. ... i 1 ;i i g 1 1 ,e .9 t c:;, t t "' l Im () ---~ "' . ' . . . . n" ., .,,.,. :, -
I- .t.J: TOPSOIL black. moist lo.i 1-0., , .. ,_;~ 
I- 0..: I-., .~ ,_ ;:,'. 'o.i 1- ('/,!I 
I- GraveDy SILT, with minor, clay; dark yeffowlsh lo.. i-0,,1 brown, moist, low plastlcfty. FiH cast over from 
I- the road. oi ..... -
1-M a• 
i-o., ,i 
I- o.i ~'-' 




12 ,i -,., , ... 
I-
'·' ,.:.: ,., ,.i 
,., , .. 
;...1.1 ,.i 
u ,i 
I u ~ Silty CLAY. yellowish brown. mc:ist. low ,.i 
I 
plasticity 
.... :o ~ 1 ... I-
~ lu ,_ ~· ,., 
Is 1..i 1, 
~ 
lu 
I- Iii ,_,... 











,., -;. 1:u 
I- 3A ~ ,..: 
~ .. -. lu 
... I Terminated at 3.5 m ,,.. ~:u t:3.7 1i 
I- •• -= 
NZMSMl!o Md {il'id l'ffll'ern:e- NOhl(I; le-
Geological and Geotechnica l Invest igation of Eureka Bend Appendix 2 
Appendix 2 
GHD Borehole and Test Pit Logs 
1. GHD Borehole Logs 




> < PROJECT: SH60 Eureka Bend. TNZ131 PT CLIENT: Transit Nrw Zealand 
LOCATION: Eureka Bend, Takl'lka HIii 
JOB No .. 5125338 
LOGGED BY: AM 
CHECKED BY: PF 
COMMENCED: 11/9/07 
COMPLETED: 13/9107 
DESCRIPTION OF CORE 
t.uet,,; 1,~rnc.wc1unen"!l.rclli1~.11 S\Nf'l\llh, 
tol11Ur.C11tn,.nt , de11'Ct!)1'4','tnoll){lltlll 
r..,:,.,r.,.bilddlng,ll'tM11llon , 11t:) 
Sa,10.scnoliQn c,nil'lorUA.IC"ftiJUl)C)nfln11i. 
c;m5141..,(.l,,ne,,$1Uni, J:!""'1ocl~r'll>1\ _ _,..ltv. 
J1 ntdong,~c;l 
Medium to CM"se GRAVEL (Onlle(s desc:ncillon) 
No re-covary 
Clayey GR.~VEL. C066l ES and BOULDERS. 
ga brown. meaium l!erlS<} lo dense. mnisl 
t"--f oundcd. maximum .:00mm (11;,meter . 








"''="-==~==~===--< ~ Cla~-ey GR.~VEL. COBeLES nnd BOULDERS 
a::: ge brown, medium dense to di'!nse, moist 
oundeil, maXJmum 1100mm dtamele, . 













Ret:OW!f'J Roo,~.:. i 
I'<) 
~ M '"'Ill lP ffl'\'I ,, , ,,, , , , ,,, 
~I 
Core Boxes 6 Commen1s Cased to 1 .3m 
Shear Vane 
Factor (as per NZGS Guldehnc) 
Core \\ill be stored ror 1 mcrtth unless altemauve arrangemen1s are made 
Borehole No.: BH101 
Page: 1 of 5 
CONTRACTOR: CW Orlll lng 
EQUIPMENT: Rotary Cored 
INCUNA TION {deg): DIAMETER (mm): 61 
X-COORDINATE: Y-COORD\NA.TE: 




,i 2•5rn: .lol!>t.wu,q,_ 
J 
J .!t.,,..U,nt, pl,o1 .. , , !Uu\)ll,-4Sc.,ron 
a;i_Q~~:r'; :itlllnN 






PROJECT: SH60 Eureka Bend. TNZ131PT 
CLIENT: Transit New Zealand 
LOCATION: Eurck-a Bend, Takaka HlU 
JOB No.: 5125338 
LOGGED BY: AM 
CHECKED BY: PF 
COMMENCED: 11/9/07 
COMPLETED: 13/9/07 
QgCRIPT'Qj Of' CORE 
~1nJm11. -al.hafW'lO. l'lilltl\<O ~~m 
l;ffllUl". r:.>~ . ~l)/Of'. ~\N,lt,got,111 
tN,l\.o,W.,~~ loli "'IOOl'l.litttl 
~Out:r~h!:111:\n•f'!Ql'M,vi.'.lR~"'-· 
~Nllct. n,o,Uur4> pb~y.,.L-..111to•••lly. 
pouting •1rl 
t.1ode:ra1BtywuhredlighlbrcM'fish~ 




R~.-y J;::'C01°'t.) ,,., 




w u: u 
~ 
er. 
Modef.;ety aie.alhered 19'\t btCJ",1,Ush grey 
dask linwstone: modtrilli!V 'Stt0'1g. 
VCID 
l.tldemle'1 lllilalhered ligh1 browrvshg,t!y 
· ~lie limestone: moderatrtly strong 
Ctte8oltes6 
Shca'V.ne 
Comnleflts Gased ltl 1.Sm. 
FactO' (as per NZGS GuutOlioe) 
Core\,\,,. be stored for 1 mon::h unless altem..~~ ~ts M? nlade 
Borehole No.: BH101 
Plq?~2of5 
CONTRACTOR: cw o.mmg 
EOUt?MENT: Rotary c~ 
INCLINA nON tCR\ll' Dt,.\METER (~): 61 
X-COOR01NATE: Y-COOROlNA"TE: 
R.L. SURFACE (ml: TOTAL DEPTH (mt N.0m 
Df!'t.Cll'E'$-CRPTlC'N 
\U.:-1~:.tl,1! ,0,,.~;._ 
o-,,lfnnn,,. tou;,,.,..M. il'!!l'llrnt11111Cl 
!i ,;"'Sfn : JO!m, !IUOl~Ull. tc" 













> < PROJECT: SH60 Eu reka Bend. TNZ131 PT CLIENT: Transi t New Zea land 
> d 
LOCATION: Eureka Bend, Takaka Hill 
JOB No.: 5125338 
LOGGED BY: AM 
CHECKED BY: PF 
COMMENCED: 11/9/07 
COMPLETED: 1319/07 
DESCR!PTICN OF CORE 
Hoci.: 1n.1mc. wmur111M11 . rc~,ilr.,i itro119111, 
c;olour.ca,mflnt , d 11!t'Ctt)t>1',hthologir:III 
lt31uru , blldd1M!l,k1~nlion, alc) 
So,I Otiscnptloo · 1m1nor r.t"-IC-R 1ut.crdl!U119 
c;ons,sl"'1Cl, n•g,,~lu1'11.pl;i:;t ic.i lyft11l ,:i1,,,.d1'ntl1Y. 
gi,1dlng ,"i!c;) 
\1010 . Soft (Dri!tets description) 
CLAY, l!llht br1:1\,mish vellow. sof: lo firm . 
odera181y plasbc. disb.J~c 
ase of c,w1r(' 
~ ~~oder~iety lo highly wea1hered pate br0\1.-n 
?i oda:st,c hmestone: moderately strc,ng. 
" ~
z 
w Completely wealhered p11le brown bioc:last1c 
~ imestoM: firm to still. weathered 10 clayey SILT 

















Core Boxes 6 
Shear Vane 
Factor (as per NZGS Guidehnu) 
Comments Cased to 1 .Jm. 
Core will be stored for 1 month unless ,1lternatlve arrangements are made 
Borehole No.: BH101 
Page: 3 of 5 
CONTRACTOR: CW Drilli ng 
EQUIPMENT: Rotary Cored 
INCLINATION {deg): 
X-COOROINATE, 
R.l . SU RFACE (m): 
DIAMETER (mm): 6 1 
Y-COORDINATE: 
TOT AL DEPTH {m): 24.0m 
OEFECTOESCRIPl CN 
\'1elfteltyp8.~t:itude,sp,-e,ng, 








PROJECT: SH60 Eureka Bend. TNZ131Pi 
CLIENT: Translt New Zealand 
LOCATION: Eur eka Bend. Takaka Hill 
JOB No.: 5125338 
LOGGED BY: A M 
CHECKED BY: P F 
COMMENCED: 1 l f9/07 
COMPLETED: 1319/07 
ot"!CRIPTfON Of CORE 
Rock 1nln'lo, w,11a\l°llll"n11 . rt.~111.Ml !ll!1H~trl. 
edt-\sr.cfmeN . d<1!fttt i,,v.. ~N-lt,gie-111 
IMl\i~,t,irldlnj1.l<oli-...10n.<11ttl 
~ Onct1pt,o~ (l\11norM-'JOR ~d-"""""· 
c;;a~nC. I\IO,~, l)lu.bci!:rl"'l:l~ ...... (!11!'1,.!ty. 
ll'"dl"!l, ~ lt:} 




R(!t(lwn- ~00 1"-lJ 
('!r.,J 
I 




Comments Gase-d1-o 1.3m. 
Fact(r (.-s per NZGS Guiddine) 
Core \wl be stored for, month unless allern..l!M! arrangements nre made 
Borehole No.: BH101 
Pag,e: • o f5 
CONTRACTOR: C\V Drilling 
EQUIPMENT: Rotary Coted 
INCUN.!\ TtQN l<h.._,g t 
X-COOROINA TE, 
OIAMET'ER (mm): 61 
Y-COOROINATEc 
R .L. SURFACE (ml: TOTAL DEPT H (m): N-Cm 
OE"'A;;CTOIE.~CRFT,oN 
{-1"-'i!ct t-.fl",.tot!•l\li1¥-. .sr,:tc,ns. 
a:t>l!nt.Nl\-.flOllghni>:ur..,n!;J5nti't!ltl 
r :-Jl,5,,.-.Jo,,,t~n. ~ 0 
1!\ l"' ,kli,t~ k>C\il!rtl:,C..C l'i.-n:,.:(~ 





< PROJECT: SH60 Eureka Bend. TNZ131PT CLIENT: Transit New Zealand 
d 
LOCATION: Eureka Bend. Takaka HIii 
JOB No.: 5125338 
LOGGED BY: AM 
CHECKED BY: PF 
COMMENCED: 1119/07 
COMPLETED: 13/9/07 
DESCRIPTION OF CORE 
J,,\uct,.; :ni'"'t1.W(!~ll'lllnr'l\l,rtlt.ilh,'llslrtl"i11h. 
colwr.cfm•m , 11•1,Clt-,'N'. ~lllologicl'I 
/,:,tu..,. bllddlll!l , 1<,Hl1t'l)n , •1t:J 
Soil Oasr.ncllan· 1minor M'JOR ,....ticr0irv1111, 






Roc°""'rr ROD 1•<0:1 
t'l',J 




Core Boxes 6 
Shear Vane 
Factor 1as per NZGS Gurdehne) 
Comments cased to 1.Jm. 
Core will be stored for 1 month unless alternative arrangemenis are made 
Borehole No.: BH101 
Page: Sof 5 
CONTRACTOR: CW Drill ing 
EQUIPMENT: Rotary Cored 
INCLINATION (deg): DIAMETER (mm): 61 
X4 COOROINATE: Y-COOROINATE: 
R.L. SURFACE (m): TOT AL DEPTH (m): 24.0m 
OEHJCTDE.SCRIPTON 
!rle'9c:l ty001 • .YlfJIUIMl, 5P"°"9, 
c;nnt,n .. r,.mupflnH!:.l11Ul,nq~I 
End of Boraholel'II 24,()n, 1.-rgol 
Clepth 
CLIENT: TransU New Zealand 
PROJECT: SH60 Eureka Bend 
LOCATION: Eureka 8end 
JOB No.: 5125338 
LOGGED BY: ARM 
CHECKED BY: 
COMMENCED: 5/10/07 
LOG OF TESTPIT COMPLETED: 5/10Al7 
OEOI.OQ:A.l DESa:tFJUN 
\wut11''Wl\l. rcbtrl.<eS!rC"itlh.~c..r, 11-,fflil'. deleCJ. 
1\-oc. t.,,ct:giQI foellnn .. Heloing. ?doalim 
~lcgyc.emcrit~) 
FILL 
Testpit No.: TP101 
Page: 1 of 3 
CONTRACTOR: SOLLY 
EQUIPMENT: Hitachi EX20 
X·COORDll'<"-TE: 
R.l. SURFACE {m): 
IJ.\ft'iU,'4.0€::iCA.PttlN 
rc,r:tl)o .. ~11t:ri. l!J'l'41'in ... -~ 
Dl,,,_bQt1:.p,aO<ftB.*1 




S..~ CLAY. v.ith SOtne ~vet. ttna~ !iifl 
brov.ruhor.rge.n\01$\ Cby. n)()dera1efrptas.,e. 
S:.nd.lint:if•\."tl, Ml!:lorlli:?dll.l'nrolrlded~ 
gr.11..el {V'lr!NS tqinst ~ lint:$~. 5-,m 
~-lf'ldane«Al~ltl\tS s.n:t~ 
~ ;,tWiollS bt.,ftyvi~. 
Y .COOROINA TE~ 
TOT AL DEPTH (nu: um 
Shear Vane Comments : TP 1200mm (width) x 3000mm (teflgttlJ. TP rffl'l~ined dry 6 st,ible tnrougbout 
Factor {as per NZGS Guidelf'le) 
b d 
CLIENT: Transit New Zeatond 
PROJECT: SH60 Eureka Ben d 
LOCATION: Eureka Bend 
JOS No.: 5125338 
LOGGED BY: ARM 
CHECKED BY: 
COMMENCED: 5110/07 
L OG OF TEST PIT COMPLETED: 5/10/07 
.-, 
C:.EOLCCC.:.L OESCRIPTlON 
1...-.s,!l'l(!rlr,g . rt latn-c stre"l,111'1.!;'0IGur, n.ime- , dt!t"Ct 
l)llC.Uhl.'l-,qic.il fCJ1Ul?\ . o."i.klot19, foliif1,cn. 
m onlr.ltoqp", r;c lJ\Cl rtt ett ) 
FILL 
Testpit No.: TP101 
Page: 2 of 3 
CONTRACTOR: SOU. Y 
EQUIPMENT: Hitachi EX20 
X-COORDINATE: V-COORDINATE: 
R.L SURFACE (m): 
END OF TESTPIT (22rn} 
Unable 10 Excavate (Boolder) 
Sandy CLAY contr'u.100 
From 1 .4m . ...,i th slightly ~lhered. l"OlJflded lo 
subrounded bioc~1st1c hmestone bouklers. 
1T1axrnum4 00mm diame!er 
TOTAL DEPTH (m): 2..2m 
0 5 15 2$ 
Shear Vane Comments : TP 1200mm (width) x 3000mm (length), TP remained dry & .stllble throughout 
Factor (as per NZGS Guldohnel 
CLIENT: Trans it New Zea~nd 
PROJ ECT: SH60 Eureka Bend 
LOCATION: Eureka Bend 
JOB No.: 5125338 
LOGGED BY: A RM 
CHECKED BY: 
COMrl.~ENCEO: 51'1 0/CJ7 
LOG OF TESTPIT COMPLETED: 5/1Mi7 
C'-EOI.OGICAl OE SCRIP TON 
(',,:ealhet,ng_ rtl:imoe ~lh. calc.r, NI~. d-tt 
l\11C. llttle1c:SOl lc,,n,1111s. ~ dng.. !cl•~ 
m1ncnlegy tCfT\t:1\1 & i 
FILL 
Testpit No.: TP101 
CONTRACTOR~ SOLLY 
EQUIPMENT: Hitxhi EX20 
X-COORDINA TE: 
R.L SURFACE -(rill: 
MA.~i.'l. 0£$;;,;.F'n;;)N 
{c::ir:br da~. llr~ll'l.~:111.,,,.,,.,,...>I. 
~.A"1dl1>5-~1 
ENO OF TESTPtT (2.2m) 
Ur.able 10 E~ re (B~er) 
Y-COOROIN"-TE: 
TOTAL DEPTH (m l: Um 
Shear Vane Comnli?Ots : TP 1200mm (wfdth~ x 3000l'nm (tength). TP temained dry & ist ~ le tntoughout 








CLIENT: Transit New Zealand 
PROJECT: SH60 Eureka Bend 
LOCATION: Eureka Bend 
JOS No.: 5125338 
LOGGED BY: ARM 
CHECKED SY: 
COMMENCED: 5110/07 
LOG OF TEST PIT COMPLETED: 5110/07 
l, I 
C-EOlOOICAL DESCRIPTION 





Testpit No.: TP102 
Page: 1 of 4 
CONTRACTOR: SOU Y 
EQUIPMENT: Hitachi Ex:20 
X-COORDINATE: Y-COOROINATE: 
R.L. SURFACE (m): 
MATERLAl.Of.SCRIPTION 
1cri1011r . Cllluih~llon. ,ttll"lglh . .. 111.,o:tr11¥l 
OlrtJ.IOty,<) r~ill!l, fltt;1 
Road Seal (edge o<se>I) 
Gravelly SANO with minor silt. mtd..-n grey, 
Sanely GRAVEL, w.th trace dny, Ught browrvsh 
grey. loosely p.r.kerd. sllghlly moist GraV91. finE 
to coarse and cobblf sized. rounded nm 9f'avels 
or vanous ori9ns. some angular schist sand. 
medwn. clay. local ly ans;mi 
Gra·.-e!ly SAND, brtMnsh orange. loosely l)iltked, 
slightly moist Sund, fine to medilRTI (schiSl 
denved): gravel, coarse and cobble sired rounded 
rr.er gravels.. subangtjar schist and roa~one . 
SAND wnh some gta\-el. and !race clay, medium 
orange brown. loosetf packed. stighlly moisl 
Sand. fine lo medium. sehisl denved tmicaeousl: 
gravel. medium to coarse rounded nver gravel & 
CLAY. l'>ilhsomebo.iders. miiorgra'lel and 
mioor sand, bi~ 0111nge. film. moderately 
plaslie. GraV!?l fl'le IO rne<i.Jm rOl.l'lded rh'l!r 
gr;:i.-el (\-arOus Otigi,sl. deO"easing with depth 
Rool eisCOO'lmon. 
From 1.2m. with btoclas11c kmestme boulders, 
sfighUy wea!hered. rna~mt.tn 300!nm diameter 
TOTAL DEPTH (m): 4.0m 
0 5 15 2$ 
Shear Vane Comments : TP 1200mm (width) z 2500mm (length). TP remained dry & stable through out 
Factor tas per NZGS GuidehneI 
CLIENT: Transit New Zealand 
PROJECT; SH60 Eureka Bend 
LOCATION: Eureka Bend 
JOB No..: 5125338 
LOGGED BY: ARM 
CHECKED BY: 
COMMENCED: 5110/07 
LOG OF TESTPIT COMPLETED: Sf1Ml7 
I 
GEOlOGICAL OESCRIP!l)N 
(wt.ithctll'l9, ~ ~ltl. Cdcur, o.vr,t. de,oeJ. 
t:-1>e. lof'Cl~Qlt.-.i1111s.b«illf19. !Ql,lflt'fl 
"""""Alc!l'J CCfllCll'll '4CI 
FILL 
Testpit No.: TP102 
P•: 2ol<C 
CONTRACTOR: SOLLY 
EQUIPMENT: Hitachi EX20 
X-COOROINA TE: Y'°OOROINATE: 







;\1 t5m. ,SOOmm~tcrkmast'oneN:ll.iGer. 
Slighltt ' ..... !'.hered 
i 
• 
I) 5 I:,. 2'$ ! 
She.:l'Vane Comments : TP 1200mm {width)• 2500mm (tenglh·I. TP remained dry & stab!~ throughout 
FactO" {as per NZGS Gt.ndeflne) 
> < 
CLIENT: Transit New Zealand 
PROJECT: SH60 Eutcko Bend 
LOC ATION: Eureka Bend 
J OB No.: 5125338 
LOGGED BY: ARM 
CHECKED SY: 
COMMENCED: 5'10/07 
LOG OF TEST PIT COM PLETED: 5/1Ml7 
l, 
GEOLC'C:-GAL DESCRIPTION 
(Wt'lltrN::rin;. ~~b\'C \ln:l'lylh.~. M!l'l.- , dc1f.'(.! 
l~'lX! . l lhi>l.-;ouil fcJIUti."'1 , a..-oclw11. foll)Jt,cn. 
moncr.>!Og)'. c.cmcnt C\t) 
FILL 
FILL 
Testpit No.: TP102 
Page: 3 of 4 
CONTRACTOR: SOLLY 
EQUIPMENT: Hitachi EX20 
X-COOROINATE: Y-COOROINATE: 
R.L. SURFACE (m): 
MATERIAL OESCRIPTDN 
\Clll011r, ci, .. !IJl'1CllllOl"l.•trwii;ll't.¥t"""COf11""t.. 
ol,unaty. g r.-,aing,flttl 
Sandy ClA Y oonltnued 
Sandy CL~Y \'.ilh some tobbles and boUlden. 
1ighl yell°"'ish orange , soft lo ~rm. moist 
mooera:ely plaslic . Sand. medium IO coarse, 
dem'ed from ~mestOOfl: cobbles and boulders. 
maxtmum 400mm diameter, subangular 10 angulilt 
calcified limestone. 




Shear Vane Comments: TP, 200mm (width) x 2500mm (length). TP remained dry & sl able throughout 
Facttr 1as pef NZGS GUJdelrne) 
CLIENT: Transi t New Zealand 
PROJECT: Stt60 EurU.a 8end 
LO CAT ION; Eureka Bend 
JOB No.: 5125338 
LOGGED BY: ARM 
CHECKED BY: 
COMMENCED: 5/1 Q/Q7 
LOG OF TESTPIT COMPLETED: 5/10/07 
GEQlOQCAL OESCRPrt::>N 
i'fse.athtring. llll:IU\'C ~ cd::\J', "'3m;:. aell!!r.t 
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PROJ ECT: SH60 Eureka Bend 
p < 
LOCATION: HIiiside downslope of Eureka Bend 
JOB No.: 51 2533801 
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COMMENCED: 11/03/08 
Testpit No.: TP201 
Page: 1 011 
CONTRACTOR: Fulton Hogan 
EQUIPMENT: Hitachi Zaxis 120 Excavator 
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Stiear Vane Comments Test pit remained dry and stable throughout TP 14.<lll m length x 4.-im width. 
















PROJECT: Stt60 Eweka Bend 
Testpit No.: TP202 
LOCATION: Hldside downsk>pe of Eutctla Bend 
JOS No.: 512533801 
Pq: 1012 
CONTRA.CTQR: Fullon Hogan 
EQUIPMENT: Hitxhi Z~xiS 1~ LOGGED BY: Antlil Mills 
CHECKED BY· 
COMMENCED: 11/03ltlll 
LOG OF T EST PIT COMPLETED: 11/03108 
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ShaarVa,e Comments Test pit remained dry and Slabfe ·throughout. Test pit a..sn, length 'X 3m width. 
Facta (as per NZGS Guideline) 
J 
k < CLIENT: Transit Testpit No. : TP202 PROJECT: SH60 Eureka Bend 
LOCATION: HIiiside downslopc of Eureka Bend 
Page: 2 of 2 
> d JOB No.: 512S33801 CONTRACTOR: Fulton Hogan LOGGED BY: Anna Mills EQUIPMENT: Hitachi Zaxls 120 
CHECKED BY: 
COMMENCED : 11103/08 X-COORDINA TE: Y.COORDINATE: 
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Shear Vane Comments Test pit remoined dry and stable throughout. Test pi t 8.Sm length x 3m width. 
Factor (as per NZGS Guideline) 
: 
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PROJECT: SH60 Eurf!ka Bend 
LOCATION: HIiiside downstope of Eureka Bend 
J08 No,: 512533801 
LOGGED BY: Anna Mills 
CHECKED BY: 
COM~-1ENCEO: 12A>3/08 
Testpit No.: TP203 
P~ lof1 
CONTRACTOR: FUnon Hogan 
EQUIPMENT: ttitachi bxis 120 
X-COORDINA TE: Y-COOROlNATE: 
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PROJECT: SH60 Eureka Bend 
p • Testpit No. : TP204 LOCATION: HIiiside down slope of Eureka Bend Page: 1 of 1 
CONTRACTOR: Fulton Hogan 
EQUIPMENT: Hitachi Zaxis 120 
JOB No.: 512533801 
LOGGED BY: Anna Mitls b d 
CHECKED BY: 
COMMENCED: 12/03/08 
LOG OF TESTPIT COMPLETED: 12/03/08 
:-, 
C-EOl<.~CAL OESCRIPTION 
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Appendix 3 
Additional Kinematic Analysis 
1. Additional Planar Failure Analysis 
2. Additional Toppling Failure Analysis 
3. Additional Wedge Failure Analysis 
88 








Joint (31 ] 
Equal Area 
Lower Hemispl, ere 
38 Poles 
38 Entries 
Appendix 3-1 : Potential for planar failure along defects road cutting is in its current orientation . The 
yellow zone encompasses poles that have the potentia l to fail. Angle of internal friction equals 45°. 











Appendix 3-2: Potentia l for toppl ing failure along defects road cutting is in its current orientation. 
The yellow zone encompasses poles that have the potentia l to fail. Angle of internal friction equa ls 
45° . Clearly there is a very low chance of toppling failure as only one pole plots wi thin the failUl"e 
enve lope. 89 












ID Dip / Direction 
66 I 056 
m 23 / 183 
2 m 52 I 325 





Append ix 3-3: Potential for wedge failure along defect intersections on the current road cutting 
orientation. The ye llow zone encompasses intersection s of planes that have the potential to fail , The 
angle of interna l friction equals 45°. Because no defect planes intersect within the fai lure envelope 
the probability of a wedge failure occurring is low. 
90 
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Appendix 4 
Eureka Bend Rock Trajectory Analysis 
91 
Geological and Geotechnical Investigation of Eureka Bend, Takaka Appendix4 
Colorado Rockfall Simulation Program (CRSP) 
Results below are from rock trajectory analysis done using the Colorado Rockfall 
Simulation Program (CRSP) Version 4. 
Test Run -Original Profile 
CRSP Input File -c:\documents and settings\all users\desktop\Tim\CRSP 
Original.dat 
Input File Specifications 
Units of Measure: Metric 
Total Number of Cells: 20 
Analysis Point 1 X-Coordinate: 65 
Analysis Point 2 X-Coordinate: 92 
Analysis Point 3 X-Coordinate: 
Initial Y-Top Starting Zone Coordinate: 395 
Initial Y-Base Starting Zone Coordinate: 360 
Cell Data 
Cell No. S.R. Tang. c. Norm. c. Begin X 
1 0.4 0.83 0.3 0 
2 0.4 0.83 0.3 5 
3 0.4 0.83 0.3 16 
4 0.4 0.83 0.3 24 
5 0.4 0.83 0.3 32 
6 0.4 0.83 0.3 40 
7 1 0.83 0.3 50 
8 1 . 0. 8 0.3 56 
9 2 0.8 0.3 60 
10 4 0.8 0.3 67 
11 4 0.8 0.3 74 
12 2 0.8 0.3 77 
13 2 0.8 0.3 82 
14 1.6 0.8 0.3 87 
15 0.2 0.87 0.35 91 
16 0 0.92 0.42 92 
17 1 0.81 0.3 121 
18 1 0.81 0.3 127 
19 1 0.81 0.3 132 
20 1 0.81 0.3 138 










































CRSP Simulation Specifications: Used with c:\documents and settings\all 
users\desktop\Tim\CRSP Original.dat 
Total Number of Rocks Simulated: 
Starting Velocity in X-Direction: 
Starting Velocity in Y-Direction: 
Starting Cell Number: 1 
Ending Cell Number: 20 
Rock Density: 2646 kg/mA3 
Rock Shape: Spherical 
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CRSP Analysis Point 1 Data - c:\documents and settings\all 
users\desktop\Tim\CRSP Original.dat 
Analysis Point 1: X = 65, Y = 356 























Bounce Height (m) 
Maximum: 1.54 
Average: . 49 
G. Mean: . 26 













Kinetic Energy (J) 
Maximum: 86721 
Average: 29951 
Std. Dev.: 17096 
CRSP Analysis Point 2 Data - c:\documents and settings\all 
users\desktop\Tim\CRSP Original.dat 
Analysis Point 2: X = 92, Y = 325 
















Bounce Height (m) 
Maximum: 8.52 
Average: 5.45 
G. Mean: 5 .1 7 











Kinetic Energy (J) 
Maximum: 282162 
Average: 150912 
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CRSP Data Collected at End of Each Cell - c:\documents and settings\all 
users\desktop\Tim\CRSP Original.dat 
Velocity Units: m/sec Bounce Height Units: m 
Cell # Max. Vel. Avg. Vel. S.D. Vel. Max. 
1 No rocks past end of cell 
2 No rocks past end of cell 
3 3 3 0 
4 2 2 0 
5 3 2 0 
6 2 1 0 
7 7 4 1.53 
8 10 5 2 
9 9 6 1.69 
10 13 7 2.39 
11 16 10 2.68 
12 16 8 3.49 
13 15 10 3.52 
14 18 12 4.33 
15 19 13 3.88 
16 No rocks past end of cell 
17 No rocks past end of cell 
18 No rocks past end of cell 
19 No rocks past end of cell 
20 No rocks past end of cell 














CRSP Rocks Stopped Data - c:\documents and settings\all users\desktop\Tim\CRSP 
Original.dat 
X Interval Rocks Stopped 
0 To 10 m 72 
10 To 20 m 32 
20 To 30 m 89 
30 To 40 m 90 
40 To 50 m 72 
50 To 60 m 81 
60 To 70 m 40 
70 To 80 m 11 
80 To 90 m 2 
90 To 100 m 3 
100 To 110 m 8 
110 To 120 m 0 
120 To 130 m 0 
130 To 140 m 0 
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Test Run - Design 1 
CRSP Input File -c:\documents and settings\all users\desktop\Tim\CRSP Design 
1.dat
Input File Specifications 
Units of Measure: Metric 
Total Number of Cells: 17 
Analysis Point 1 X-Coordinate: 65 
Analysis Point 2 X-Coordinate: 74 
Analysis Point 3 X-Coordinate: 
Initial Y-Top Starting Zone Coordinate: 395 
Initial Y-Base Starting Zone Coordinate: 360 
Cell Data 
Cell No. S.R. Tang. c. Norm. c. Begin X Begin y End X End Y 
1 0.4 0.83 0.3 0 397 5 
2 0.4 0.83 0.3 5 395 16 
3 0.4 0.83 0.3 16 390 24 
4 0.4 0.83 0.3 24 385 32 
5 0.4 0.83 0.3 32 380 40 
6 0.4 0.83 0.3 40 375 50 
7 1 0.83 0.3 50 370 56 
8 1 0.8 0.3 56 365 60 
9 2 0.8 0.3 60 360 67 
10 4 0.8 0.3 67 355 76 
11 0 0.9 0.4 76 348 82 
12 2 0.92 0.42 82 323 105 
13 2 0.92 0.42 105 323 121 
14 1 0.81 0.3 121 320 127 
15 1 0.81 0.3 127 315 132 
16 1 0.81 0.3 132 310 138 
17 1 0.81 0.3 138 305 146 
CRSP Simulation Specifications: Used with c:\documents and settings\all 
users\desktop\Tim\CRSP Design 1.dat 
Total Number of Rocks Simulated: 500 
Starting Velocity in X-Direction: 0.3 m/sec 
Starting Velocity in Y-Direction: -0.3 m/sec 
Starting Cell Number: 1 
Ending Cell Number: 17 
Rock Density: 2646 kg/mA 3 
Rock Shape: Spherical 
Diameter: 1 m 
CRSP Analysis Point 1 Data - c:\documents and settings\all 
users\desktop\Tim\CRSP Design 1.dat 
Analysis Point 1: X = 65, Y = 356 
Total Rocks Passing Analysis Point: 27 














































Std. Dev.: 1.97 
Bounce Height (m) 
Maximum: . 91 
Average: . 38 
G. Mean: . 23 
Std. Dev.: 4.09 
Appendix 4 
Kinetic Energy (J) 
Maximum: 114494 
Average: 31794 
Std. Dev.: 22570 
CRSP Analysis Point 2 Data - c:\documents and settings\all 
users\desktop\Tim\CRSP Design 1.dat 
Analysis Point 2: X = 74, Y 350 





















Bounce Height (m) 
Maximum: 2 . 0 8 
Average: 1.04 
G. Mean: .82 













Kinetic Energy (J) 
Maximum: 117436 
Average: 58728 
Std. Dev.: 31198 
CRSP Data Collected at End of Each Cell - c:\documents and settings\all 
users\desktop\Tim\CRSP Design 1.dat 
Velocity Units: m/sec Bounce Height Units: m 
(m) 
Cell # Max. Val. Avg. Vel. S.D. Vel. Max. Bounce Ht. Avg. Bounce Ht. 
1 No rocks past end of cell 
2 No rocks past end of cell 
3 3 3 0 0 0 
4 3 2 0 0 0 
5 3 3 0 0 0 
6 2 1 0 0 0 
7 7 4 1.8 1 0 
8 10 5 1.88 2 0 
9 11 6 2.45 1 0 
10 12 8 2. 92 2 0 
11 23 16 2.9 22 15 
12 No rocks past end of cell 
13 No rocks past end of cell 
14 No rocks past end of cell 
15 No rocks past end of cell 
16 No rocks past end of cell 
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1 CRSP Rocks Stopped Data - c:\documents and settings\all users\desktop\Tim\CRSP 








































X Interval Rocks Stopped 
0 To 10 m 72 
10 To 20 m 32 
20 To 30 m 90 
30 To 40 m 89 
40 To 50 m 73 
50 To 60 m 89 
60 To 70 m 38 
70 To 80 m 6 
80 To 90 m 7 
90 To 100 m 4 
100 To 110 m 0 
110 To 120 m 0 
120 To 130 m 0 
130 To 140 m 0 
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Test Run - Design 1 with rock catch fence 
CRSP Input File -c:\documents and settings\all users\desktop\Tim\CRSP Design 1 
Fence.dat 
Input File Specifications 
Units of Measure: Metric 
Total Number of Cells: 17 
Analysis Point 1 X-Coordinate: 65 
Analysis Point 2 X-Coordinate: 74 
Analysis Point 3 X-Coordinate: 82 
Initial Y-Top Starting Zone Coordinate: 395 
Initial Y-Base Starting Zone Coordinate: 360 
Cell Data 
Cell No. S.R. Tang. c. Norm. c. Begin X Begin y End X End Y 
1 0.4 0.83 0.3 0 397 5 
2 0.4 0.83 0.3 5 395 16 
3 0.4 0.83 0.3 16 390 24 
4 0.4 0.83 0.3 24 385 32 
5 0.4 0.83 0.3 32 380 40 
6 0.4 0.83 0.3 40 375 50 
7 1 0.83 0.3 50 370 56 
8 1 0.8 0.3 56 365 60 
9 2 0.8 0.3 60 360 67 
10 4 0.8 0.3 67 355 75 
11 0 0.9 0.4 75 351 76 
12 0 0.9 0.4 76 348 82 
13 2 0. 92 0.42 82 323 105 
14 2 0.92 0.42 105 323 121 
15 1 0.81 0.3 121 320 127 
16 1 0.81 0.3 127 315 132 
17 1 0.81 0.3 132 310 138 
CRSP Simulation Specifications: Used with c:\documents and settings\all 
users\desktop\Tim\CRSP Design l Fence.dat 
Total Number of Rocks Simulated: 500 
Starting Velocity in X-Direction: 0.3 m/sec 
Starting Velocity in Y-Direction: -0.3 m/sec 
Starting Cell Number: 1 
Ending Cell Number: 17 
Rock Density: 2646 kg/m�3 
Rock Shape: Spherical 
Diameter: 1 m 
CRSP Analysis Point 1 Data - c:\documents and settings\all 
users\desktop\Tim\CRSP Design 1 Fence.dat 
Analysis Point 1: X = 65, Y = 356 









































Bounce Height (m) 
Maximum: 1.13 
Average: .57 
G. Mean: .4 














Kinetic Energy (J) 
Maximum: 77412 
Average: 26485 
Std. Dev.: 19020 
CRSP Analysis Point 2 Data - c:\documents and settings\all 
users\desktop\Tim\CRSP Design 1 Fence.dat 
Analysis Point 2: X = 74, Y = 349 






















Bounce Height (m) 
Maximum: 1. 9
Average: .66 
G. Mean: .3 













Kinetic Energy (J) 
Maximum: 146453 
Average: 57204 
Std. Dev.: 33366 
CRSP Analysis Point 3 Data - c:\documents and settings\all 
users\desktop\Tim\CRSP Design 1 Fence.dat 
Analysis Point 3: X = 82, Y = 323 
NO ROCKS PAST ANALSYSIS POINT 3 
CRSP Data Collected at End of Each Cell - c:\documents and settings\all 
users\desktop\Tim\CRSP Design 1 Fence.dat 
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Cell # Max. Vel. Avg. Vel. S.D. Vel.
1 No rocks past end of cell 
2 No rocks past end of cell 
3 3 3 0 
4 2 2 0 
5 3 2 0 
6 3 2 0 
7 7 4 1.83 
8 12 5 2.18 
9 9 5 1.91 
10 11 8 2.41 
11 No rocks past end of cell 
12 No rocks past end of cell 
13 No rocks past end of cell 
14 No rocks past end of cell 
15 No rocks past end of cell 
16 No rocks past end of cell 
17 No rocks past end of cell 
Appendix 4 













CRSP Rocks Stopped Data - c:\documents and settings\all users\desktop\Tim\CRSP 
J 










0 To 10 m 
10 To 20 m 
20 To 30 m 
30 To 40 m 
40 To 50 m 
50 To 60 m 
60 To 70 m 
70 To 80 m 
80 To 90 m 
90 To 100 m 
100 To 110 
110 To 120 
120 To 130 
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CRSP Input File -c:\documents and settings\all users\desktop\Tim\CRSP Design 
2.dat
Input File Specifications 
Units of Measure: Metric 
Total Number of Cells: 18 
Analysis Point 1 X-Coordinate: 68 
Analysis Point 2 X-Coordinate: 78 
Analysis Point 3 X-Coordinate: 
Initial Y-Top Starting Zone Coordinate: 395 
Initial Y-Base Starting Zone Coordinate: 360 
Cell Data 
Cell No. S.R. Tang. c. Norm. c. Begin X Begin y End X End Y 
1 0.4 0.83 0.3 0 397 5 
2 0.4 0.83 0.3 5 395 16 
3 0.4 0.83 0.3 16 390 24 
4 0.4 0.83 0.3 24 385 32 
5 0.4 0.83 0.3 32 380 40 
6 0.4 0.83 0.3 40 375 50 
7 1 0.83 0.3 50 370 56 
8 1 0.8 0.3 56 365 60 
9 2 0.8 0.3 60 360 67 
10 0 0.9 0.4 67 355 72 
11 0 0.9 0.4 72 338 78 
12 0 0.9 0.4 78 338 82 
13 0 0.92 0.42 82 323 105 
14 0 0.92 0.42 105 323 121 
15 1 0.81 0.3 121 320 127 
16 1 0.81 0.3 127 315 132 
17 1 0.81 0.3 132 310 138 
18 1 0.81 0.3 138 305 146 
CRSP Simulation Specifications: Used with c:\documents and settings\all 
users\desktop\Tim\CRSP Design 2.dat 
Total Number of Rocks Simulated: 
Starting Velocity in X-Direction: 
Starting Velocity in Y-Direction: 
Starting Cell Number: 1 
Ending Cell Number: 18 
Rock Density: 2646 kg/m
A
3 
Rock Shape: Spherical 




CRSP Analysis Point 1 Data - c:\documents and settings\all 
users\desktop\Tim\CRSP Design 2.dat 
Analysis Point 1: X 68, Y = 352 

































































CRSP Analysis Point 2 Data - c:\documents and settings\all 
users\desktop\Tim\CRSP Design 2.dat 
Analysis Point 2: X = 78, Y = 338 



















Bounce Height (m) 
Maximum: 2.61 
Average: .3 
G. Mean: . 01 











Kinetic Energy (J) 
Maximum: 280221 
Average: 55801 
Std. Dev.: 81187 
CRSP Data Collected at End of Each Cell - c:\documents and settings\all 
users\desktop\Tim\CRSP Design 2.dat 
Velocity Units: m/sec Bounce Height Units: m 
Cell # Max. Vel. Avg. Vel. S.D. Vel. Max. Bounce 
1 No rocks past end of cell 
2 No rocks past end of cell 
3 3 2 0 0 
4 2 2 0 0 
5 3 2 0 0 
6 1 1 0 0 
7 6 4 1.35 1 
8 9 5 2.08 1 
9 11 6 2.44 1 
10 19 14 3.24 13 
11 19 7 4.75 3 
12 24 12 5.7 14 
13 No rocks past end of cell 
14 No rocks past end of cell 
15 No rocks past end of cell 
16 No rocks past end of cell 
17 No rocks past end of cell 
18 No rocks past end of cell 
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CRSP Rocks Stopped Data - c:\documents and settings\all users\desktop\Tim\CRSP 
Design 2.dat 
X Interval Rocks Stopped 
0 To 10 m 72 
10 To 20 m 33 
20 To 30 m 89 
30 To 40 m 89 
40 To 50 m 73 
50 To 60 m 82 
60 To 70 m 35 
70 To 80 m 15 
80 To 90 m 5 
90 To 100 m 7 
100 To 110 m 0 
110 To 120 m 0 
120 To 130 m 0 
130 To 140 m 0 
140 To 146 m 0 
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Test Run - Design 2 with aggregate on bench 
CRSP Input File -c:\documents and settings\all users\desktop\Tim\CRSP Design 
2b.dat 
Input File Specifications 
Units of Measure: Metric 
Total Number of Cells: 18 
Analysis Point 1 X-Coordinate: 68 
Analysis Point 2 X-Coordinate: 78 
Analysis Point 3 X-Coordinate: 
Initial Y-Top Starting Zone Coordinate: 395 
Initial Y-Base Starting Zone Coordinate: 360 
Cell Data 
Cell No. S.R. Tang. c. Norm. c. Begin X Begin y End X End Y 
1 0.4 0.83 0.3 0 397 5 
2 0.4 0.83 0.3 5 395 16 
3 0.4 0.83 0.3 16 390 24 
4 0.4 0.83 0.3 24 385 32 
5 0.4 0.83 0.3 32 380 40 
6 0.4 0.83 0.3 40 375 50 
7 1 0.83 0.3 50 370 56 
8 1 0.8 0.3 56 365 60 
9 2 0.8 0.3 60 360 67 
10 0 0.9 0.4 67 355 72 
11 0 0.7 0.15 72 338 78 
12 0 0.9 0.4 78 338 82 
13 0 0.92 0.42 82 323 105 
14 0 0.92 0.42 105 323 121 
15 1 0.81 0.3 121 320 127 
16 1 0.81 0.3 127 315 132 
17 1 0.81 0.3 132 310 138 
18 1 0.81 0.3 138 305 146 
CRSP Simulation Specifications: Used with c:\documents and settings\all 
users\desktop\Tim\CRSP Design 2b.dat 
Total Number of Rocks Simulated: 
Starting Velocity in X-Direction: 
Starting Velocity in Y-Direction: 
Starting Cell Number: 1 
Ending Cell Number: 18 
Rock Density: 2646 kg/mA3 
Rock Shape: Spherical 




CRSP Analysis Point l Data - c:\documents and settings\all 
users\desktop\Tim\CRSP Design 2b.da 
Analysis Point 1: X 68, Y 352 


















































Bounce Height (m) 
Maximum: 4.12 
Average: 2.78 






Kinetic Energy (J) 
Maximum: 90058 
Average: 45167 
Std. Dev.: 18803 
CRSP Analysis Point 2 Data - c:\documents and settings\all 
users\desktop\Tim\CRSP Design 2b.dat 
Analysis Point 2: X = 78, Y = 338 























Maximum: . 01 
Average: -.02 














Kinetic Energy (J) 
Maximum: 19 9 5 8 
Average: 16072 
Std. Dev.: 0 
CRSP Data Collected at End of Each Cell - c:\documents and settings\all 
users\desktop\Tim\CRSP Design 2b.dat 
Velocity Units: m/sec Bounce Height Units: m 
(m) 
Cell # Max. Vel. Avg. Vel. S.D. Vel. Max. Bounce Ht. Avg. Bounce Ht. 
1 No rocks past end of cell 
2 No rocks past end of cell 
3 3 2 0 0 0 
4 2 1 0 0 0 
5 3 2 0 0 0 
6 2 2 0 0 0 
7 6 4 1. 53 1 0 
8 12 5 2.08 1 0 
9 9 6 1. 77 1 0 
10 20 13 4.19 14 7 
11 5 4 0 0 -1
12 13 11 0 11 9 
13 No rocks past end of cell 
14 No rocks past end of cell 
15 No rocks past end of cell 
16 No rocks past end of cell 
17 No rocks past end of cell 
18 No rocks past end of cell 
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CRSP Rocks Stopped Data - c:\documents and settings\all users\desktop\Tim\CRSP 
Design 2b.dat 
X Interval Rocks Stopped 
0 To 10 m 72 
10 To 20 m 33 
20 To 30 m 89 
30 To 40 m 90 
40 To 50 m 72 
50 To 60 m 81 
60 To 70 m 45 
70 To 80 m 14 
80 To 90 m 4 
90 To 100 m 0 
100 To 110 m 0 
110 To 120 m 0 
120 To 130 m 0 
130 To 140 m 0 
140 To 146 m 0 
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Test Run - Design 2 with rock catch fence 
CRSP Input File -c:\documents and settings\all users\desktop\Tim\CRSP Design 2 
Fence.dat 
Input File Specifications 
Units of Measure: Metric 
Total Number of Cells: 19 
Analysis Point 1 X-Coordinate: 68 
Analysis Point 2 X-Coordinate: 
Analysis Point 3 X-Coordinate: 
Initial Y-Top Starting Zone Coordinate: 395 
Initial Y-Base Starting Zone Coordinate: 360 
Cell Data 
Cell No. S.R. Tang. c. Norm. c. Begin X 
1 0.4 0.83 0.3 0 
2 0.4 0.83 0.3 5 
3 0.4 0.83 0.3 16 
4 0.4 0.83 0.3 24 
5 0.4 0.83 0.3 32 
6 0.4 0.83 0.3 40 
7 1 0.83 0.3 50 
8 1 0.8 0.3 56 
9 2 0.8 0.3 60 
10 0 0.9 0.4 67 
11 0 0.9 0.4 72 
12 0 0.9 0.4 77 
13 0 0.9 0.4 78 
14 0 0.92 0.42 82 
15 0 0. 92 0.42 105 
16 1 0.81 0.3 121 
17 1 0.81 0.3 127 
18 1 0.81 0.3 132 
19 1 0.81 0.3 138 
Begin y End X End 
397 5 395 
395 16 390 
390 24 385 
385 32 380 
380 40 375 
375 50 370 
370 56 365 
365 60 360 
360 67 355 
355 72 338 
338 77 338 
341 78 341 
338 82 323 
323 105 323 
323 121 320 
320 127 315 
315 132 310 
310 138 305 
305 146 300 
CRSP Simulation Specifications: Used with c:\documents and settings\all 
users\desktop\Tim\CRSP Design 2 Fence.dat 
Total Number of Rocks Simulated: 500 
Starting Velocity in X-Direction: 0.3 m/sec 
Starting Velocity in Y-Direction: -0.3 m/sec 
Starting Cell Number: 1 
Ending Cell Number: 19 
Rock Density: 2646 kg/m
A
3 
Rock Shape: Spherical 
Diameter: 1 m 
CRSP Analysis Point 1 Data - c:\documents and settings\all 
users\desktop\Tim\CRSP Design 2 Fence.dat 
Analysis Point 1: X = 68, Y = 352 
Total Rocks Passing Analysis Point: 28 
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Bounce Height (m) 
Maximum: 3.99 
Average: 2.46 
G. Mean: 1.84 














Kinetic Energy (J) 
Maximum: 9 815 6 
Average: 51267 
Std. Dev.: 20944 
CRSP Data Collected at End of Each Cell - c:\documents and settings\all 
users\desktop\Tim\CRSP Design 2 Fence.dat 
Velocity Units: m/sec Bounce Height Units: m 
Cell # Max. Vel. Avg. Vel. S.D. Vel. Max. 
1 No rocks past end of cell 
2 No rocks past end of cell 
3 3 3 0 
4 2 1 0 
5 3 2 0 
6 2 1 0 
7 6 3 1.46 
8 10 5 2.04 
9 10 6 2.02 
10 20 14 3.7 
11 18 9 5.97 
12 18 18 0 
13 23 23 0 
14 No rocks past end of cell 
15 No rocks past end of cell 
16 No rocks past end of cell 
17 No rocks past end of cell 
18 No rocks past end of cell 
19 No rocks past end of cell 












CRSP Rocks Stopped Data - c:\documents and settings\all users\desktop\Tim\CRSP 
Design 2 Fence.dat 
X Interval Rocks Stopped 
0 To 10 m 72 
10 To 20 m 34 
20 To 30 m 87 
30 To 40 m 90 
40 To 50 m 74 
50 To 60 m 83 
60 To 70 m 32 
70 To 80 m 27 
80 To 90 m 1 
90 To 100 m 0 
100 To 110 m 0 
110 To 120 m 0 
120 To 130 m 0 
130 To 140 m 0 
140 To 146 m 0 
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Sample ID Sample Description of Failure 
1 Arthur Marble . Failed along wealhered defect 
2 Arthur Marble 
3 Arthur Marble 
4 Arlhllr Marblo Failed along weatheret.l defect 
5 Arthur Marble 
6 Arthur Marble 
7 Arthur Marble 
!I 1Al"tl cl ,.et l,le Invalid 
9 Arthur Marble Failed along weathered derect 
10 Arthur Marble 
4+ l\1 l~u, Me, ble Invalid 
12 Arll1ur Marble 
.,;. ,a111 t:U ,.,~ ble Invalid 
14 Arthur Marble 
15 Arthur Marble 
16 Arthur Marb le 
17 Arthur Marble 
41, hll1u1 Me,ble Invalid 
49 - Invalid 20 Arthur Marble 
21 Arthur Marble 
22 Ar1hur Marble 
23 Arthur Marble 
24 Arthur Marble Failed along weathered derect 
25 Arthur Marble 
1 Takaka Limestone - perp to beddinQ 
r -a 'Fa'telte Li11 e31e11e l'e•~ lo bceleli1 ,g -4 Takaka Limestone - perp to bedding Platens were deeply embedded 
5 Takaka Limestone - perp to beddinq Platens were deeply embedded 
6 Takak.a Limestone - perp to bedding 
7 Tak.aka Limestone - perp lo bedding Weathered surface allowed platens 10 sink in initialty 
8 Tak.aka Limeslone - perp to bedding 
9 Takaka Limestone - perp lo bedding 
10 Tak.aka Limestone - perp 10 bedding Platens were deeply embedded in sample 
11 Takaka Limestone - perp to bedding 
12 Takak.a Limestone - perp lo bedding 
4 falti,li~ Ci111esltme r;,ttit'lllel !t, b~dtfo1g Invalid 
2 Tak.aka Limestone - parallel to bedding 
3 Tak.aka Limestone - parallel to beddinQ 
4 Takaka Limestone - parallel to bedding 
5 Takaka Limestone - parallel to bedding 
6 Takak.a Limestone - parallel to bedding 
7 Tak.aka Limestone - parallel to bedding 
!I felt!llte Cil'l .e!ter,e 1'8 ellel l:e bedclil"IS Invalid 
9 Takaka Limeslone - parallel to bedding 
10 Takaka Limestone - parallel to bedding 
4+ ~ ime:,to,,e pe,ellel lo beddittg Invalid 
12 Takaka Limestone - parallel to bedding 
B :fe!,elte l::i , esto e t,81sl!el lo beehf11g Invalid 
44- Tal,eltCI l::i1i eotOI I. r,ert1IU ~o l:eddil"lg Invalid 
15 Takaka Limestone - oarallcl to bedding 
P(kN) D(mm) W(mm) 
4. 12 34 49 
10.12 43.0 41 
10.47 44.0 59 
5.42 48.0 56 
11.73 48.0 58 
15.50 48.0 54 
10.53 49.0 55 
~ - ~ 1.82 48.0 59 
13.85 50.0 60 
+.ff - 5& 8.10 47.0 60 
&.i9- - s. 10.91 49.0 57 
9.83 42.0 53 
11 .65 35,0 54 
17.16 46.0 60 - - "" r.sa - ,s6.93 27.0 51 
7.98 24.0 51 
5.80 24.0 51 
12.12 26.0 49 
2.60 28.0 49 
10.51 27.0 51 
4.97 41 .0 53 
r.5& as,& s. 
&.,),4- - 56-7.84 44.0 59 
6.47 36 60 
7.92 38 63 
10.16 49 64 
9.30 46 67 
7.29 49 56 
5.72 49 56 
5.36 47 57 
5.64 39 42 
il,<15 * -19 3.40 52 60 
6.59 44 57 
3.40 47 59 
5.28 40 62 
5.09 44 50 
4.37 39 50 - 4r ~ 4.14 48 60 
3.01 37 49 
r.e 31- 58 
10.89 43 60 
3,4;, 44 ~ 
r.-44 4r 58 
4.06 47 43 
Note: All tests were bloek tests - calo.Jlate De as for axial tesl 
Values shown in red are rejected results. Values with~ are invalid. 
A=WD(mm) D, D, I, F 1.,. (MPa) 
1666 2121 46.05667 1.94 0.964 1.87 
1763 2245 47.37849 4.51 0.976 4.40 
2596 3305 57.492 3.1 7 1.065 3.37 
2688 3422 58.50186 1.58 1.073 1.70 
2784 3545 59.53737 3.31 1.082 3.58 
2592 3300 57.44769 4.70 1.064 5.00 
2695 3431 58,57799 3.07 1.074 3.30 
~ - - ea+ +.959 -2832 3606 60.04843 0.50 1.086 0.55 3000 3820 61 .80387 3.63 1.100 3.99 
a58 - - +.59 +.844 +;;;; 2820 3591 59.92108 2.26 1.085 2.45 - - - r.55 - -2793 3556 59.63353 3.07 1.083 3.32 
2226 2834 53.2375 3.47 1.029 3.57 
1890 2406 49.0553 4.84 0.991 4.80 
2760 3514 59.28019 4 .88 1.080 5.27 - 5556 ~ - +.9&a r.6S i3+.3i' era -- +.a& +.-;34 -1377 1753 41.87184 3.95 0.923 3.65 1224 1558 39.47715 5.12 0.899 4.GO 
1224 1558 39.47715 3.72 0,899 3.35 
1274 1622 40.27539 7.47 0.907 6.78 
1372 1747 41 .79575 1.49 0.923 1.37 
1377 1753 41 ,87184 5.99 0.923 5.53 . 
Rejecting h1Ahest and lowest results. the mean ls(50)= 3.8.! 
Estim.lted uconfined comprosslvo strength (or ) in MPo = 92 
2173 2767 52.5999 1.80 1.023 1.84 
rill6 r6!lt - 9,95 +.In,; 8,91-- 3866 ~ +.91- - r,86 2596 3305 57.492 2.37 1.065 2.53 2160 2750 52.44232 2.35 1.022 2.40 
2394 3048 5520992 2.60 1.046 2.72 
3136 3993 63.18923 2.54 1.111 2.83 
3082 3924 62.64283 2.37 1. 107 2.62 
2744 3494 59.10812 2.09 1.078 2.25 
2744 3494 59.10812 1.64 1.078 1.77 
2679 3411 58.40384 1.57 1.072 1 69 
1638 2086 45.668 2.70 0.960 2.60 
Reject ing highest and lowest results, the mean ls{SO) = :/ JJ 
Estimated uconfined compressive strength (oc) in Mpa = 56 
'1549 4934 - - - +.6S 3120 3973 63.02783 0.86 1.110 0.95 2508 3193 56.50916 2.06 1.057 2.18 
2773 3531 59.41964 0.96 1.081 1.()4 
2480 3158 56.19283 1.67 1.054 1.76 
2200 2801 52.92567 1.82 1.026 1.86 
1950 2483 49.82787 1.76 0.998 1.76 
rff.l 35* - +.4r - +.;H-2880 3667 60.55518 1.13 1.090 1.23 1813 2308 48.04564 1.30 0.982 1.28 - ?Bi! ~ 9,89 -HEil -2580 3285 57.3 1455 3.32 1.063 3.53 
r4B 2+6i' 5e5999 - +.era -?R6 - - 9,64 +.en' "'65 2021 2573 50.72689 1.58 1.007 1.59 
ReJecling highest and lowest results. the mean ls(SO} = 1.71 
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Chainage (m) Dip Dip Direction T~pe Spacing Persistance Surface Shape Roughness Wall Strength (Mpa) Aperture Infilling #ofsets JRC Seepage 
Cll 
2. 
0.00 68 045 Joint 5 1 3 2 R4 7 1 4 6 0 Cll 0 
2.80 20 135 Bed 1 2 1 R4 4 1 1 9 0 ::r 
4.30 30 200 Bed 5 0 3 2 R5 5 1 
:, 
4 8 0 n 
5.95 52 350 Joint 4 0 2 2 R4 5 1 2 8 0 !!!. 
6.60 66 010 Joint 4 1 2 2 R4 5 1 2 10 0 :, 
8.10 25 202 Joint 5 1 3 2 R5 4 1 4 7 0 < Cll 
8.20 60 338 Joint 6 0 2 1 R5 7 1 2 10 0 
(/). 
g. 
8.35 55 325 Joinl 2 2 2 R5 5 1 1 6 0 Ill 
8.40 54 022 Joint 5 0 3 1 R4 7 1 4 10 0 5' 
9.60 60 026 Joint 5 0 3 1 R4 8 1 4 10 0 :, 
11.20 76 045 Joint 5 1 2 1 R4 8 1 4 0 a 
12.60 48 125 Joint 2 2 1 R4 1 1 1 12 0 m C: 
14.00 22 162 Bed 5 1 3 1 R4 1 1 4 0 ea 
14.90 48 325 Joint 6 0 3 2 R4 4 1 2 7 0 ;,,-Ill 
18.40 25 188 Bed? 5 0 3 1 R3 4 1 4 0 CD 
19.80 48 325 Joint 0 2 1 R4 7 1 1 8 0 Cll :, 
21.80 25 145 Bed 5 0 3 1 R3 4 1 4 10 4 ~ 
21.60 62 320 Joint 0 3 1 R3 5 1 1 0 m' 
23.50 76 170 Joint 0 3 1 R5 8 1 1 0 ;,,-
24.70 55 025 Joint 1 3 1 R3 1 1 1 7 0 
Ill 
;,,-
26.10 35 010 Joint 0 3 1 R4 4 1 1 6 0 Ill 
27.20 65 205 Joint 0 2 2 R4 5 1 1 0 
29.70 89 310 Joint 1 3 2 R4 7 1 1 10 0 
31.30 74 150 Joint 2 3 1 R4 5 1 0 
Type Jl'en.lstence Apem,,ohridtb NaturtoffWli,g Compresalve strength of Jnfllllng Wet«flowloptn} ,._n.,.,-, 
MEI 
0. FU.:ront 1. Ve,yrow <1m 1 Verybght(<.01nwn) 1.CleaP S1 Verysoftcla',t <0.025 0. Dilconlinutl)1&veryllght4ll'ldmy, 6. The filfmp ma1ona1s ara heavily 
1. Fault -- 2. Tight{O.I-0.25mmJ 2.a.--;,g S2 Scllday 0.025--0.05 water llow along it does l'OI appear a>nddaledanddry:sir,iltcam 2. Joir11 2. low 1-3m 3. Par!ly open i0-25-0.S mm) ::i. Non-<:oheslve $3 F!fTTlcJay 0.05---0.10 -- llow~ unDkel)'due lo very 3. Clea\'<IQ:O pen:i&:ence "· Open 10.5-2.Smm} 4, lnact!Yedayo:daymatror: s, Sliffday 0.10-0.25 1. Thedisronit11,1i.ylsdty-withno bol,e""""'11)-, 
J. ScN,;tosdy 3.Medium l-1011! S. Mooer.rtely'Nld6 i?.5-1Dmm) 5, S.."'1gdayordaym""" 55 Very$1ilfctay 0?.H150 e\ffdeoce of water ffow 7. Thelilbngtr.atetlals ar-! damp. t.ul 
5.Shm- l)erslstence s. Wide f>10mm) 6.Cemimted S6 Han!day >0.50 2. Th.tdi$CMllnuilyisd'Ybulshows nofreewalerisprt!Sflfll. 
6.F'ISSUre 4. High 10-20m 1. Ve,y wide (1-10 an) 7. CNorito,talcorffl)IUm ROExlt"'1ely-rod 0.25-1.0 @.vi:denceol'ttaterllow.te.J\ISI 8 The filling materials are wee 
!. TensionCrac\ pe,sistence a. EWemely¥1,de(10-!0tlcml 8. Othet - spedfy R1 Ver;weakrod: 1.0-5.0 Sl.alnlng.etc. occasic,nalnropsofwaler. 
a. Foll&lnn 5. Very high >2ilm 9. C.,,.'e1110U5 p, 1 m) R2 Weakrock 50-25 3. Tlhldscoatinwtyls~bl.dnoftee 9, Theffllng-•-•"' 
9. Beading persislence R3Mediumsttongmcli 25-<0 wat11rl$present outWOSh, conUnuos ffC!W of wa1er 
R4Slrongroci- 50-100 4. Thedi&continuily snows seepage. ,_,._), 
R5 Verysuongrock 100-250 oecasioNl dtops of water, but no 10. The nlllng m3terials are washed 
R6 E:<tremely s1r009 tocit >250 continuousfiow. out loc:ally: conmderablewater 
5. The dflc:Onlinllily 3l'lows a cnndnw:,us 
.,.,long __ 
Tennlmtlon S\U'fa~,shape Surface roughness Sp;n:in9 1\ow0fwa1er (Estimate 11mm and l~t1male lltres.lminute and describe 
ll. Neill'ler 11ml vrsiti1e 1,S!,poeo I. Rough 1.&tremelyciosespacin{I <20mm dac:m:pres.su,e.Le.klwmtdium. pressure.i.e.low,/llfQllm,high). 
1. Qne,,-ldvis;,'i:~e 2U- 1. Smooth 2.Ve,ydo$e- 20-<0mm high). 
2 Bothendsvisible 3.P~nar l. PoltsMd l.Closesl)cl0ng r50-200mm 
4. SIIICkens!ded ~.Moderate spacing 200-@0mm 
s.~daspacin9 600-2COOmm 
6.VeryWldespaclng ,_..mm )> 
7 &treme!ywide spacing "O 
"O 
Cll ..... :, c. ..... ;;-
N Cl) 
